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TPC 
NONA TOBIN, AN INDIVIDUAL 
2664 Olivia Heights Avenue 
Henderson NV 89052 
(702) 465-2199 
nonatobin@gmail.com 

In Proper Person 
 

DISTRICT COURT 
 

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 
 

 
RED ROCK FINANCIAL SERVICES,  
                                 Plaintiff, 
vs. 
NONA TOBIN, as an Individual, and as 
Trustee of the GORDON B. HANSEN 
TRUST, dated 8/22/08; REPUBLIC 
SERVICES, INC. a Nevada Corporation; 
WELLS FARGO, N.A.; a national banking 
association; NATIONSTAR MORTGAGE, 
LLC, a Delaware company; and DOES 1-100;                                                                 
         Defendants____________ 
NONA TOBIN, an Individual, 
                              Counter-Claimant, 
vs. 
RED ROCK FINANCIAL SERVICES; 
                              Counter-Defendant______ 
NONA TOBIN, an Individual, 
                              Cross-Claimant, 
vs. 
WELLS FARGO, N.A.; a national banking 
association; NATIONSTAR MORTGAGE, 
LLC, a Delaware company; 
                              Cross-Defendants_______ 
NONA TOBIN, an Individual, 
                                 Third-party Plaintiff, 
vs. 
STEVEN B. SCOW, SBN 9906; BRODY R. 
WIGHT, SBN 13615; JOSEPH HONG, SBN 
5995; MELANIE MORGAN, SBN 8215; 
DAVID OCHOA SBN 10414; BRITTANY 
WOOD SBN 7562; AS INDIVIDUALS 
                             Third-party Defendants.                    
 

Case No.:  A-21-828840-C 
 
Department:  8 
 
NONA TOBIN’S THIRD PARTY 
COMPLAINT vs. STEVEN B. SCOW;  
BRODY R. WIGHT; JOSEPH HONG; 
MELANIE MORGAN; DAVID OCHOA; 
BRITTANY WOOD  
 

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 
 
1. ABUSE OF PROCESS 
2. RACKETEERING (NRS 

207.360(9)(18)(29)(30)(35); 
NRS 207.390, NRS 
207.400(1)(2) 

3. FRAUD NRS 205.330, NRS 
205.360, NRS 205.372, NRS 
205.377, NRS 205.395, NRS 
205.405, NRS 111.175 

4. RESTITUTION AND 
RELIEF REQUESTED 
EXCEEDS $15,000 

5. EXEMPLARY AND 
PUNITIVE DAMAGES 
PURSUANT TO NRS 42.005, 
NRS 207.470(1)&(4) 

6. SANCTIONS PURSUANT 
TO NRCP 11(b)(1-4); NRPC 
3.1, 3.3, 3.4,3.5(b), 4.1, 4.4, 5.1, 
5.2, 8.3, 8.4 

 

Case Number: A-21-828840-C

Electronically Filed
3/22/2021 10:01 PM
Steven D. Grierson
CLERK OF THE COURT
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Comes now, Plaintiff NONA TOBIN, AN INDIVIDUAL, (Herein “Plaintiff” or 

“Tobin”) who hereby timely asserts her claims against the above-named Third-Party 

Defendants, pursuant to NRCP 14. Leave from the Court is not required as this filing is within 

14 days of Nona Tobin’s answer to Red Rock’s complaint for interpleader filed on 3/8/211. 

Rule 14. Third Party Practice 
(a)  When a Defending Party May Bring in a Third Party. 
(1)  Timing of the Summons and Complaint. A defending party may, as third party 
plaintiff, file a third party complaint against a nonparty, the third party defendant, 
who is or may be liable to it for all or part of the claim against it. But the third party 
plaintiff must, by motion, obtain the court’s leave to file the third  party complaint 
if it files the third party complaint more than 14 days after serving its original 
answer. 
 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

1. The 10 reasons justifying this complaint articulated in Nona Tobin’s 50-second video 

“10 Reasons why to sanction Joseph Hong” can be applied to all third-party defendants, cross-

defendants and counter-defendant. 

1. Lied to the court 

2. Sued the wrong party 

3. Met the judge ex parte 

4. Concealed material facts 

5. Concealed conflicts 

6. Dumped defective deed 

 
1 3/8/21 Nona Tobin’s answer, affirmative defenses, and counter-claim, cross-claims vs. Wells Fargo and Nationstar 
and motion for sanctions pursuant to NRCP 11(b)(1)(2)(3) and/or(4), NRS 18.010(2), NRS 207.407(1), NRS 42.005 

TOBIN. 3170

https://scastrong.com/10-reasons-why-to-sanction-joseph-hong/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/115aqp0cKACgpiSvhY0J_1BmHTx7hyb98/view?usp=sharing
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7. Conspired to cover up crimes 

8. Abused innocent parties 

9. Burden of proof not met 

10. Prior pattern of deceit 

 

II. JURISDICTION, VENUE 
 

2. The real property which is the subject of this civil action is a residence commonly known 

as the 2763 White Sage Drive, Henderson, NV 89052, APN 191-13-811-052, (hereinafter 

“Property”).2 

3. This action is within the jurisdictional limits of this Court and this venue is appropriate 

because the real property is located within the jurisdiction of this Court. 

4. The Court has the authority under NRS 30.030 to declare rights, status and other legal 

relations of the respective parties in this dispute. 

5. All State of Nevada enforcement agencies deferred to the judiciary for adjudication of 

Plaintiff’s administrative claims as will be explained in nauseatingly explicit detail in the 

exhibit. 

 

III. PARTIES 
 
 

6. Plaintiff NONA TOBIN, an Individual, has lived at 2664 Olivia Heights Ave., Henderson 

NV 89052, in a home that she owns in Sun City Anthem. 

 
2 3/15/21 RFJN Request for Judicial Notice of the 2003-2021 Clark County Recorder Property Records for APN 
191-13-811-052. A table delineating the disputes relating to the property records can be accessed online here or 
linked as a PDF table here. 
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1H6vLwrgPGalRTVZ_NCd7WNTLhSjtn93o/view?usp=sharing
https://scastrong.com/nona-tobins-3-15-21-request-for-judicial-notice/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E29-hUJSSPnBfeugu2XfC7Qq66r3An8t/view?usp=sharing
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7. Nona Tobin has been a member in good standing in that HOA since 2/20/04, during 

which time she has been fined $25 one time. 

8. Nona Tobin is in this litigation because she also was the successor trustee of the Gordon 

B. Hansen Trust, dated 8/22/08, since 1/14/12 when her fiancée Gordon (Bruce) Hansen died. 

9. The Gordon B. Hansen Trust, dated 8/22/08, held the title to Bruce’s house, the subject 

property that Counter-Defendant Red Rock Financial Services sold without notice on 8/15/14. 

10. Defendants STEVEN SCOW, an individual, is licensed to practice law in Nevada as NV 

Bar No. 9906 and BRODY R. WIGHT, an individual, is licensed to practice law in Nevada as 

NV Bar No. SBN 13615. Both Scow and Wight are attorneys who practice under the umbrella 

of Koch & Scow, LLC, a Nevada Limited Liability company, that, upon information and belief, 

serves as counsel to Sun City Anthem’s former managing agent, FirstService Residential, 

Nevada  and for Sun City Anthem’s former NRS 649 debt collector licensee,  FirstService 

Residential dba Red Rock Financial Services, a partnership (EIN 88—0358132). Scow has held 

the proceeds of the sale since 2014 in an unauthorized, unaudited attorney trust fund and has 

refused to give it to Nona Tobin even though he knows there are no other possible claimants. 

11. JOSEPH HONG NV BAR No. 5995, an Individual, practices law in the State of Nevada, 

under an unknown type of entity called HONG & HONG and is a principal, manager, or owner 

of one of his clients, F. Bondurant, LLC. Joseph Hong represented attorney for Joel Stokes, an 

individual and Joel and Sandra Stokes as Trustees of Jimijack Irrevocable Trust and Yuen K. 

Lee dba F. Bondurant, LLC in Dept. XXXI case A-15-720032-C and Supreme Court appeal 

79295. Joseph Hong has engaged in multiple fraudulent practices, including orchestrating an ex 

parte meeting with Judge Kishner in order to obstruct Nona Tobin’s massive store of evidence 

from judicial scrutiny. 

TOBIN. 3172
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12. Joseph Hong represented Joel A. Stokes, as an individual and Joel A. and Sandra F. 

Stokes as Trustees of Jimijack Irrevocable Trust Dept. XXII case A-19-799890-C and Supreme 

Court appeals 82094 and 82294. 

13. JOSEPH HONG, an individual, is licensed to practice law in Nevada as NV BAR 5995. 

The HONG & HONG LAW OFFICE under which Joseph Hong practices is an unknown entity 

with no corporate registration. Joseph Hong has represented in different cases, Joel Stokes, an 

individual; Joel & Sandra Stokes as Trustees for Jimijack Irrevocable trust, Yuen K. Lee dba F. 

Bondurant, LLC, and Opportunity Homes, LLC.  

14. DAVID OCHOA, Esq., NV Bar 10414, LIPSON, NEILSON, COLE, SELTZER & 

GARIN, P.C, was the attorney representing Sun City Anthem in A-15-720032-C. David Ochoa 

did not operate under the direction of the Sun City Anthem board of Directors. Upon 

information and belief, Sun City Anthem’s current and past community managers and Sun City 

Anthem’s current and past debt collectors and attorneys exercised unlawful and undue influence 

over his actions. David Ochoa is the cause of this massive litigation because he rejected Nona 

Tobin’s 2017 offer to settle at no cost without getting approval from the HOS Board and 

deprived Nona Tobin of her right to CC& Rs XVI: Dispute Resolution Limitations on Litigation 

for no good cause. 

15. MELANIE MORGAN, Esq. NV Bar No. 8215, is an individual practicing law in the 

State of Nevada under the auspices of AKERMAN LLP.   

16. Melanie Morgan became the lead attorney for Nationstar Mortgage on 4/10/18 when 

Nationstar replaced Wright Finley Zak, LLP who had represented Nationstar in case A-16-

730078-C from 1/11/16 and in A-15-720032-C from 4/2/16 to 4/10/18. 
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17. Upon information and belief, Melanie Morgan had supervisory control over junior 

associate Akerman attorneys who are not named (Karen Whelan (NV Bar # 10466) Donna 

Wittig (NV Bar #11015) and Thera Cooper  individually as third party defendants.  

18. Melanie Morgan was part of the Joseph Hong conspiracy to obstruct the administration 

of justice in order to aid and abet Nationstar’s and Joel Stokes theft of  Tobin’s property. 

 

IV. FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 
 

19. The exhibit contains all the detail that could possibly be required to plead with specificity 

the causes of action of abuse of process, fraud, racketeering, and civil conspiracy. Nevertheless, 

here are some highlights. 

20. Plaintiff NONA TOBIN, an Individual, (Herein “Plaintiff” or “Tobin”) is the sole 

successor trustee, beneficiary and surviving member of the Gordon B. Hansen Trust, dated 

8/22/08, (Herein “GBH Trust”)3 that held recorded title to the subject property from 8/27/084 

until a foreclosure deed was recorded on August 22, 2014 transferred title to the alleged 

purchaser at the disputed HOA sale.  

21. On 9/4/19 and 4/30/20, the Nevada Supreme Court denied Nona Tobin access to appeal 

from the Nevada appellate courts is not aggrieved by ANY of Judge Kishner’s A-15-720032-C 

 
3 Exhibit 2 is Tobin’s certificate of Incumbency, recorded 5/23/16 
4 Exhibit 3 is the GBH Trust deed, recorded 8/27/08 
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lTkOueeyG1D2AwktPYzxJf6CUp2mQI2g/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1h0tz_aBRVXHCSi0O0vQ75cdQt55Ko7Ms/view?usp=sharing
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orders, even though they were made erroneously based on misrepresentations of opposing 

counsels who were covering up the crimes of their clients.5, 6 

22. Nona Tobin has exhausted all her administrative remedies via complaints to the 

Henderson Police Department7, the State of Nevada Mortgage Lending Division8, the Office of 

the Nevada Attorney General9, and the State Bar of Nevada Ethics & Discipline Panel.10  

 
5 9/10/19 SC 19-37846 returned unfiled Tobin’s docketing statement that prevented any appeal of Judge Kishner’s 
orders  
a. 6/24/19 Judgment after bench trial that excluded Nona Tobin, an individual, from being a party 
b. 8/9/17 and 4/17/19 Summary Judgment – both granted when material disputed facts existed 
c. 4/24/19 Motion to Vacate per NRCP 60(b) filed by Tobin as a Pro Se– not declared rogue, but not heard) 
d. 2/20/19 stipulation and order for dismissal (procedural manipulation by Nationstar) 
e. 5/31/19 denying motion to reconsider 
f. 5/31/19 stipulation and order granting NSM and Jimijack a win before the trial by circumventing the judicial system 
g. 9/20/17 Dismissal of Tobin’s individual and as trustee, claims, except quiet title, pending completion of 
NRS 38.310(1) mediation, misrepresented in 6/24/19 order to obfuscate that only Tobin was NRS 38.310 compliant 
h. 6/16/15, 1/11/16, 6/2/16 , 3/13/17 Lee, 3/13/17 JJ, 3/25/17 JJ, - failure to state a claim (neither Jimijack/Lee nor 
Nationstar ever filed a claim against the HOA or against Nona Tobin and yet the Court deemed the sale was valid to 
extinguish Tobin’s title interests, but did not extinguish the deed of trust that NSM cannot prove it owns) 
i. 7/22/19 MNTR per rule 54(b) and 59a1A,B,C,F – Tobin Pro Se motion declared rogue on 9/3/19 as it was filed by 
Tobin as a Pro Se after her counsel of record was not permitted to withdraw 
Lack of jurisdiction per NRS 38.310(2) 
j. 7/29/19 MDSM per 38.310(2) - Tobin Pro Se motion declared rogue on 9/3/19 (transcript) 
k. 8/26/19 proposed FFCO per 38.310(2) could have been signed per EDCR 2.23(b) as no opposition filed but was 
declared rogue on 9/3/19 (transcript) 
6 4/30/20 SC 20-16346  NV Supreme Court relied on the misrepresentations of opposing counsels, now third-party 
defendants to make the erroneous ruling that  
“Having considered the arguments of the parties, this court confirms that Nona Tobin has not been granted leave to 
intervene as an individual and her filings have been stricken as rogue documents. Nona Tobin is not a party to this 
appeal and this court lacks jurisdiction to address her claims as an individual.”   
All opposing counsels participated in the deceit to fraudulently convince Judge Kishner she never granted Tobin 
leave to intervene when the actual court record proves otherwise. 4/27/17 Transcript page 3-13. 
Opposing counsels violated many of the most fundamental professional & ethical standards for attorneys to prevent 
Judge Kishner, Judge Johnson, and the Nevada Court of Appeals and the Nevada Supreme Court from adjudicating 
Nona Tobin’s claims.  What motivated this aggressive, abusive, coordinated assault can be easily understood by 
looking at the contents of the stricken filings. 
7 10/28/20 HPD online complaint and  1/29/21 HPD rejection “…after reviewing the documents and items you have 
sent me, it doesn’t appear that the police department can be of assistance. This is a civil matter that the court will 
have to decide.” 
8 Link to access online “Complaint to the Nevada Mortgage Lending Division”  The complaint was not investigated 
for many reasons, but germane here is “…our office cannot intervene in ongoing litigation that is currently working 
its way through the court system.” Link to MLD complaint PDF. 
9 Link to access online “Complaints to the Nevada Attorney General”  rejected 12/4/20 with comment “After careful 
review, it has been determined that your complaint references allegations outside the jurisdiction of this office.”  
Link to NVAG Complaints and exhibits PDF. 
10 2/14/21 online receipt of State Bar complaint vs Joseph Hong Reference No. OBC21-0181 
2/16/21 online receipt of State Bar complaint vs Brittany Wood Reference No. OBC21-0187 (to be addressed in a 
separate third-party complaint. 
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1T7VdhHvn6eCwt9Arc1Udtko9Cfb_1rh6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17fcRV2shA-Z7o1gXks1XzfRpH5Zf9Mtd/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16UDlhWoM1A_1sPhQATOMMqPyAuZ_HK0M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_NuoviuKOtXpwclYKqcTCDdRUt3pbt8Z/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OOaHKjqNnsIcf0a7DlYG95rzKV4qY1R4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1w6e3H1xZpbbvSyxSyIBdsSjeTy-obSYr/view?usp=sharing
https://scastrong.com/complaint-to-the-nevada-mortgage-lending-division/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Htkq9cHgyinyYiUGt1J4blgmC_9VGrZh/view?usp=sharing
https://scastrong.com/complaints-to-the-nevada-attorney-general/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/148fvtxVTkRd9db7d_dZVDFB52-sg3WKg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yTNZLp1jvs5UvNOQ7A4892vgUEU5L14t/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Gj7YX9XKRtyQrBG3kZOd1IOsslCGQhLw/view?usp=sharing
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23. All Plaintiff’s claims in the prior proceedings,11 related to the interpretation of the HOA 

CC&Rs & governing documents vis-à-vis the disputed foreclosure sale conducted by Red Rock 

Financial Services, were submitted to mediation pursuant to NRS 38.310. 

24. No parties, other than Nona Tobin in both her capacities, were complaint with NRS 

38.310, and Judge Kishner acted outside her jurisdiction to adjudicate their claims in civil action 

A-15-720032-C, and this instant action was intended to give Judge Kishner an opportunity to 

correct that error. Judge Kishner recused herself, but the error still needs to be corrected. 

25. On 3/10/21, Nona Tobin requested that the Nevada Commission on Judicial Discipline 

complaint 2012-02612 to be postponed pending the outcome of the instant proceedings.13 

26. Due to the misconduct of third-party defendants, two of three filed Notices of Completion 

of Mediation by Nona Tobin in both her capacities, were stricken from the record by Judge 

Kishner’s 4/23/19 ex parte bench orders14.  

27. The third notice of Tobin’s completion of mediation, filed on 7/26/19,15 remains 

inexplicably in the A-15-720032-C court record, Tobin’s 7/29/19 Motion to Dismiss pursuant 

to NRS 38.310(2)16 was stricken from the record unheard.17  

 
3/4/21 Assistant Bar Counsel Phillip Pattee’s rejection of both complaints with the comment “…your grievance 
involves allegations which should be addressed in the appropriate judicial settings.  The Office of Bar Counsel and 
the disciplinary bords of the State Bar are not substitutes for the court systems. Therefore, no further action shall be 
taken on this matter. If a court makes written findings which clearly establish attorney misconduct, please re-submit 
that information for our reconsideration.” 
11 1/31/17 CRCM cross-claim vs. Sun City Anthem & DOEs 1-10 & ROEs 1-10 
12 Link to access online “Nevada Commission on Judicial Discipline Complaint”. Link to NCJD Complaint PDF. 
13 Link to PDF “3/10/21 NCJD email” that includes Plaintiff’s request “Please give Judge Kishner a chance to prove 
she was duped by the attorneys and is not herself a co-conspirator.” 
14 4/10/19 NOTC and 4/12/19 NOTC were stricken without good cause which resulted in five of the six causes of 
action in Tobin’s 1/31/17 cross-claim not being adjudicated at trial, including the claim for the proceeds of the sale 
that Red Rock is now suing Tobin for interpleader. 
15 Exhibit 1 Notice of Tobin’s Completion of Mediation NOTC 
16 7/29/19 Nona Tobin’s motion to dismiss per NRS 38.310(2)  
    NRS 38.310             Limitations on commencement of certain civil actions  
2.  A court shall dismiss any civil action which is commenced in violation of the provisions of subsection 1. 
17 11/22/19 Judge Kishner order  that stated inter alia “Because she is not a party to the case, all documents filed 
with this Court by Nona Tobin as an individual, as rogue documents and are stricken from the record. This includes 
both the Motion to Dismiss and Motion for a New Trial (and all oppositions and replies) and the notice of Lis 
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tqRyjEkSA60ASxYuuqs1fpoDbVOvpO7l/view?usp=sharing
https://scastrong.com/nevada-commission-on-judicial-discipline-complaint/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cU2zA12VlzZ3FekCbwb4_9DMO_1wv39T/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tBeutVSODcZ1i6ca4JnJ3FdeHE6-FIkk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BQKUwwyE-310S_fbnu-4s-J1YnBLjh2o/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hObPH6GRWZ6qQNG4URym4c-mcr8KaRY4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1arivbM13q2I5cHsVSjTY8Cei1bsXc7VX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rCj_JGXSqa11WjP-cYCrvOhKvsob1d6x/view?usp=sharing
https://www.leg.state.nv.us/NRS/NRS-038.html#NRS038Sec310
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1l2BPccbHS35GEQHDw42gVJKnBuhNXyT4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13fThJ3xXc0a6ZLC5seLsJ1WseTghIUIF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1acS52H0R3NCQOJ9ji0EQBGZOz9-w4r1f/view?usp=sharing
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28. Judge Kishner acted outside her jurisdiction, by misrepresentations of Hong and Morgan, 

to grant declaratory relief to third-party Defendants Hong’s and Morgan’s clients, Nationstar 

and Jimijack, in A-15-720032-C for their non-compliance to NRS 38.310. 

 

I. FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION: ABUSE OF PROCESS 
 

29. Plaintiff repeats, realleges, and incorporates herein by this reference the allegations 

hereinabove inclusively as though set forth at length and in full herein.   

30. The elements of an abuse of process claim are: 

31. 1. Filing of a lawsuit made with ulterior purpose other than to resolve dispute 

32. 2. Willful act in the use of legal process not proper in the regular conduct of the 

proceeding 

33. 3. Damages as a direct result of the abuse 

34. The factual allegations as to how the defendants’ actions meet the elements of this cause 

of action can be found in the publication “Cause of Action: Abuse of Process” which is also in 

PDF form in the exhibit. 

35. In addition, the entire exhibit provides factual support for this cause of action. 

// 

// 

// 

 
Pendens.” In addition to striking the 37-page notice of lis pendens filed on 8/7/19 into the A-15-720032-C court 
record to inform all the parties of the new complaint Tobin was forced to file into A-19-799890-C, Judge Kishner 
acted outside her jurisdiction to order expunging the 7-page lis pendens Tobin recorded on 8/8/19 (instrument 
201908080002097 regarding the Dept. 22 complaint and the two appeals filed on 7/23/19 (Hansen Trust NOAS 
SC19-32026) and 7/24/19 (Tobin individual NOAS SC19-32030) into appeal case 79295.  The 11/2/19 order states 
“IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the motion to expunge the lis pendens is 
GRANTED.”, but there was no motion to expunge a recorded lis pendens. SCA 8/7/19 motion, unwarranted and 
improper because the HOA had no interest in the title, moved merely to strike from the court record, not to expunge 
from the property record. 

TOBIN. 3177

https://scastrong.com/cause-of-action-abuse-of-process/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1acS52H0R3NCQOJ9ji0EQBGZOz9-w4r1f/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TOQX7q9GsVlmQ9sTJpTVUg2JllYCwotB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IZh19lNqNUZxBfcAgkaptcRwQC5Df9_Z/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GoDbG20S_Xy8QRTmKqXSvNgPI_wE3ftR/view?usp=sharing
http://caseinfo.nvsupremecourt.us/public/caseView.do;jsessionid=C34FD869BA04EAE02AEF170CF1F65F82?csIID=56124
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1u4xMABqFi68ReBky3WRv9BkfOKfDLn3A/view?usp=sharing
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II. SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION: FRAUD 
 

36. Plaintiff repeats, realleges, and incorporates herein by this reference the allegations 

hereinabove inclusively as though set forth at length and in full herein.   

37. The elements of the cause of action of Fraud on the Court: 

38. 1. Defendant makes a false representation as to a past or existing fact. 

39. 2. With knowledge or belief by defendant that representation is false or that defendant 

lacks sufficient basis of information to make the representation; 

40. 3. Defendant intended to induce the Court to act in reliance on the representation; 

41. 4. Justifiable reliance upon the representation by the Court; 

42. 5. Causation and damages to plaintiff Nona Tobin as a result of the Court’s relying on 

misrepresentation; and 

43. 6. Must be proved by clear and convincing evidence and be pled with specificity. 

44. The factual allegations as to how the defendants’ actions meet the elements of this cause 

of action can be found in the publication “Cause of Action: Fraud” which is also in PDF form 

in the exhibit. 

 
III. THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION: CIVIL CONSPIRACY 

 
45. Plaintiff repeats, realleges, and incorporates herein by this reference the allegations 

hereinabove inclusively as though set forth at length and in full herein.   

46. The elements of the cause of action of civil conspiracy can be found in the publication 

“Cause of Action: Civil Conspiracy” which is also in PDF form in the exhibit.  

47. In addition, the entire exhibit documents the Defendants’ scheme. 
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IV. FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION: RACKETEERING 
 

48. Plaintiff repeats, realleges, and incorporates herein by this reference the allegations 

hereinabove inclusively as though set forth at length and in full herein.   

49. The elements of the cause of action of RICO Damages pursuant to NRS 407.470 

Racketeering and the factual allegations as to how the defendants’ actions meet the elements of 

this cause of action can be found in the publication “Cause of Action: Racketeering” which is 

also in PDF form in the exhibit. 

50. In addition, the entire exhibit documents the Defendants’ RICO operations and how the 

attorneys aided and abetted their corrupt practices. 

 

V. PRAYER 
 

51. Herein Plaintiff petitions the Court to declare: 

52. that the Counter-Defendant, Cross-Defendants, and Third-Party-Defendants engaged in 

abuse of the HOA quiet title civil litigation process to steal Nona Tobin’s property; 

53. that the Counter-Defendant, Cross-Defendants, and Third-Party-Defendants acted alone 

and/or in concerted action and/or in civil conspiracy to misrepresent material facts to the court 

in order to defraud the court and to steal Nona Tobin’s property; 

54. that the Counter-Defendant, Cross-Defendants, and Third-Party-Defendants knew, or 

had reasonable cause to know that their actions violated many Nevada laws and that their actions 

would cause damage to innocent persons; 

55. that the Counter-Defendant, Cross-Defendants, and Third-Party-Defendants concealed 

the unethical and/or criminal actions of co-conspirators and others; 
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56. that the disputed HOA sale did not extinguish the GBH Trust’s nor its successor trustee’s 

rights to title;  

57. that Plaintiff is entitled to the $57,282 undistributed proceeds of the sale;  

58. that Plaintiff’s 3/28/17 deed as an individual is valid  and superior to the Jimijack’s 

defective, inadmissible 6/9/15 deed and the 5/1/19 deed of Jimijack’s successor Joel Stokes; 

that Plaintiff is entitled to recoup damages, five years of rental income from Jimijack;  

59. that Nationstar Mortgage LLC’s (Herein “NSM” or “Nationstar”) claims to own the 

beneficial interest of the disputed Western Thrift Deed of Trust (Herein “DOT”) are false;  

60. that all instruments, encumbrances and assignments improperly and/or unlawfully 

notarized, executed or recorded to create false claims, or were done for the improper purpose 

of abrogating Tobin’s rights during the pendency of all prior litigation and appeals, and/or prior 

to the adjudication of Plaintiff’s claims in this instant action, are cancelled and declared without 

legal force and effect; and  

61. that the Counter-Defendant, Cross-Defendants, and Third-Party-Defendants, attorneys as 

well as the principals, in all related litigation pay Tobin’s attorney fees and costs as well as 

exemplary and punitive damages to the maximum allowed by NRS 42.005; 

that the Counter-Defendant, Cross-Defendants, and Third-Party-Defendants, attorneys as well 

as the principals, in all related litigation pay restitution and punitive damages for their 

RACKETEERING  pursuant to NRS 207.360(9)(18)(29)(30)(35); NRS 207.390, NRS 

207.400(1)(2) and FRAUD pursuant to  NRS 205.330, NRS 205.360, NRS 205.372, NRS 

205.377, NRS 205.395, NRS 205.405, NRS 111.175, and/or for their aiding and abetting said 

unlawful RICO acts; 
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62. that the Counter-Defendant, Cross-Defendants, and Third-Party-Defendants, attorneys as 

well as the principals, pay EXEMPLARY AND PUNITIVE DAMAGES PURSUANT TO NRS 

42.005 and NRS 207.470(1)&(4). 

63. that the Court provide findings of fact to the Nevada Bar Counsel for the Ethics & 

disciplinary Panel to impose appropriate attorney sanctions as the court may find are justified 

given their misconduct pursuant to NRCP 11(b)(1-4); NRPC 3.1, 3.3, 3.4,3.5(b), 4.1, 4.4, 5.1, 

5.2, 8.3, 8.4. 

 

 

  

NONA TOBIN, AN INDIVIDUAL 
2664 Olivia Heights Avenue 

Henderson NV 89052 
 (702) 465-2199 

nonatobin@gmail.com 
In Proper Person 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 

 
I , NONA TOBIN, hereby certify that the foregoing and pursuant to NRCP 5(b), I on this 

the  22nd day of  March 2021, I served via the Clark County electronic filing system a true and 

correct copy of the foregoing  to all parties listed in the Odyssey eFileNV service contact list in 

case A-21-828840-C that is entitled: 

NONA TOBIN’S THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT vs. STEVEN B. SCOW;  
BRODY R. WIGHT; JOSEPH HONG; 
MELANIE MORGAN; DAVID OCHOA; BRITTANY WOOD  
 

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 
 
ABUSE OF PROCESS 

RACKETEERING (NRS 207.360(9)(18)(29)(30)(35); NRS 207.390, NRS 207.400(1)(2) 

FRAUD NRS 205.330, NRS 205.360, NRS 205.372, NRS 205.377, NRS 205.395, NRS 

205.405, NRS 111.175 

RESTITUTION AND RELIEF REQUESTED EXCEEDS $15,000 

EXEMPLARY AND PUNITIVE DAMAGES PURSUANT TO NRS 42.005, NRS 

207.470(1)&(4) 

SANCTIONS PURSUANT TO NRCP 11(b)(1-4); NRPC 3.1, 3.3, 3.4,3.5(b), 4.1, 4.4, 

5.1, 5.2, 8.3, 8.4 

 

 

      

      _______________________________________  
Nona Tobin 
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SCA Strong
Owners should ALWAYS come �rst!

Cause of Action: Fraud

The Elements of fraud apply to all the defendants being named in case A-21-

828840-C that were opposing counsels to Nona Tobin in Nevada district court cases

related to a dispute over the title of 2763 White Sage that was sold at an HOA

foreclosure sale in 2014, i.e., in cases A-21-828840-C, A-19-799890-C, A-16-73-

0078-C, and A-15-720032-C.

The elements of the cause of action of Fraud on
the Court:

1. Defendant makes a false representation as to a past or
existing fact.

2. With knowledge or belief by defendant that
representation is false or that defendant lacks su�cient
basis of information to make the representation;

3. Defendant intended to induce the Court to act in
reliance on the representation;
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4. Justi�able reliance upon the representation by the
Court;

5. Causation and damages to plainti� Nona Tobin as a
result of the Court’s relying on misrepresentation; and

6. Must be proved by clear and convincing evidence and
be pled with speci�city.

Relevant Nevada court cases

NEVADA JURY INSTRUCTIONS 9.01; 

NRCP 9;

(b) Fraud or Mistake; Conditions of Mind.  In alleging fraud or mistake,
a party must state with particularity the circumstances constituting

fraud or mistake. Malice, intent, knowledge, and other conditions of a
person’s mind may be alleged generally

 

Jordan v. State ex rel. Dep’t of Motor Vehicles & Pub. Safety, 121 Nev. 44, 75, 110 P.3d

30, 51 (2005); 

— NRCP 9(b)
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J.A. Jones Constr. Co. v. Lehrer McGovern Bovis, Inc., 120 Nev. 277, 89 P.3d 1009

(2004); 

Barmettler v. Reno Air, Inc., 14 Nev. 441, 956 P.2d 1382 (1998); 

Blanchard v. Blanchard, 108 Nev. 908 (1992);  

Bulbman, Inc. v. Nev. Bell, 108 Nev. 105, 111, 825 P.2d 588, 592 (1992); 

Albert H. Wohlers & Co. v. Bartgis, 114 Nev. 1249, 1260, 969 P.2d 949, 957 (1998);  

Sanguinetti v. Strecker, 94 Nev. 200, 206, 577 P.2d 404, 408 (1978); 

Lubbe v. Barba, 91 Nev. 596, 541 P.2d 115 (1975).

 Nona Tobin March 22, 2021 attorney malpractice, Causes of Action, Ethics, Fraud on the Court,
Uncategorized attorney misconduct, fraud

/ /
/ /

/
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SCA Strong
Owners should ALWAYS come �rst!

Cause of Action: Abuse of Process

The Elements of Abuse of Process apply to all defendants
in all related cases

Interpleader complaint was an abuse of process because Defendant Steven Scow

named parties who don’t have a claim and because it was �led to obstruct the

administration of justice in other cases that were improperly �led, the wrong parties

were intentionally named and the correct ones intentionally omitted.

The attorneys in all the related cases have engaged in a massive fraud on the court,

involving presenting false evidence,

1. Filing of a lawsuit made with ulterior
purpose other than to resolve dispute

Link to “Interpleader Complaint was �led with an ulterior motive“

This interpleader complaint was �led for the corrupt purpose of continuing to

obstruct a fair, evidence-based adjudication of Nona Tobin’s claims.

Links to NV Supreme Court cases 82294, 82234, and 82094

The defendants, jointly in concerted action and/or conspiracy, and each one

separately,are utilizing this untimely, unwarranted, and harassing interpleader
TOBIN. 3186
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complaint in the corrupt attempt to moot the appeals of their non-meritorious

claims in cases A-15-720032-C and A-19-799890-C.

Defendants improperly utilized this and the multiple related civil actions intended to

the quiet title following a disputed 2014 HOA foreclosure. Their corrupt purpose was

to get the court to bless their clients’ theft of Nona Tobin’s property, and the

attorneys of those engaged in racketeering, conspired to cover it up.

Civil actions have been used to steal from Nona Tobin

1. Attorneys have presented false evidence, withheld evidence, falsi�ed documents

to cover up FirstService Residential dba Red Rock Financial’s predatory debt

collection that led to the secret foreclosure sale.

2. Attorneys have presented false evidence, withheld evidence, falsi�ed documents,

to cover up Steven Scow’s, and other conspirators’ misappropriation of the

proceeds o of many secretly-conducted sales.

3. Joseph Hong and Melanie Morgan conspired to engineer an ex parte meeting with

Judge Kishner in order to derail Nona Tobin’s case.

4. Nationstar recording false claims to the title of the subject property to abuse the

quiet title litigation process to get a court-sanctioned theft of Nona Tobin’s

property.

5. Joseph Hong conspired with others to conceal that Jimijack’s void deed had no

legal capacity to hold or transfer title.

6. Brittany Wood conspired with others not having an admissible deed and then

fraudulently conveying it to one of the trustees as an individual.

7. Joseph Hong’s and Melanie Morgan’s negotiating a fraudulent deal to steal Nona

Tobin’s property that was represented to the court as a Nationstar-Jimijack

settlement of all claims, but was actually a contract between non-parties to the

litigation.

8. Brittany Wood misrepresenting the court record, the facts and the law, in order to

evade detection that her clients’ had knowingly received Tobin’s fraudulently

conveyed property.
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2. Wilfull act in the use of legal process not
proper in the regular conduct of the
proceeding

Steven Scow named �ve defendants in the interpleader complaint when he knew

that four of those defendants had already recorded releases of their claims.

Link to Nona Tobin’s 3/15/21 Request for Judicial Notice of the Clark county Recorder’s
O�ce records for APN 191-13-811-052.

Steven Scow’s allegations in the complaint were false and were for the corrupt

purpose of evading detection that he misappropriated the proceeds of this 8/15/14

foreclosure sale and a dozen other Sun City Anthem foreclosures that were secretly,

and without legal authority, conducted by Red Rock Financial Services in 2014.

Steven Scow has unlawfully retained the proceeds from multiple HOA foreclosures in

an unauthorized, unaudited attorney trust account.

Link to “HOA debt collectors yield an unlawful amount of power“

Link to Sun City Anthem bylaws 3.20/3.18 (annotated) prohibition of the delegation of
certain Board duties and the Board’s loss of control of funds collected for the bene�t of
the HOA

Link to “SCA board secretly sold a dozen houses in 2014“

Link to “We can learn a lot from this Spanish Trail HOA case“

3. Damages as a direct result of the abuse
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Actual damages to Nona Tobin currently exceed $700,000 and counting because attorneys unilaterally rejected
her 2017 o�er to settle at no cost without approval of the HOA Board. Their motive was to cover up the
fraudulent acts of Red Rock and other HOA agents and attorneys.

Links to NV Supreme Court cases 82294, 82234, and 82094 that the co-conspirator

defendants are attempting to moot by this unwarranted and harassing interpleader

complaint.

Steven Scow �led the interpleader action more than six years after he failed to

distribute the $57,282.32 excess proceeds from the 8/15/14 sale

Nevada law required the proceeds to be distributed after
the sale

The HOA foreclosure sale was conducted on 8/15/14, and the 2013 statutes applied.

Link to NRS 116.3116-NRS 116.31168 (2013) – the applicable 2013 NRS provisions

governing HOA foreclosures

What happened after Sun City Anthem refused What happened after Sun City Anthem refused ……
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Links to SCA 223-224 and RRFS 047-048 show Steven Scow was instructed to

interplead the proceeds on 8/28/14.
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Mortgage servicing fraud is many big bank’s business
model

In this case, however, Nationstar’s mortgage servicing fraud normal tactics
weren’t available so it chose to use co-conspirator attorneys, to abuse the quiet
title litigation process.

Link to 12/7/20 National settlement of all Attorneys Generals’ mortgage servicing
complaint vs. Nationstar

Link to 2012 National mortgage settlement with Bank of America

Link to 2012 National mortgage settlement with Wells Fargo

 Nona Tobin March 22, 2021 A-21-828840-C, attorney malpractice, Complaints, Elder abuse,
Ethics, Fraud on the Court
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SCA Strong
Owners should ALWAYS come �rst!

Cause of Action: RICO Damages pur-
suant to NRS 207.470 Racketeering

The elements of a civil claim for damages caused by
racketeering are:

1. Defendants, and each of them, engaged in conduct which constitutes a pattern of

racketeering activity pursuant to NRS 207.360, including (9) taking property from

another under circumstances not amounting to robbery, (18) Grand larceny; (29)

Perjury or subornation of perjury; (30) O�ering false evidence; (35) Any violation

of NRS 205.377;

2. Defendants, and each of them, engaged in conduct which constitutes a pattern of

racketeering activity in violation of NRS 207.470;

3. Defendants, and each of them, committed at least two separate crimes relating to

racketeering constituting a pattern of racketeering activity. (the “Predicate Acts”);

4. Defendants’ crimes are interrelated by distinguishing characteristics and are not

isolated incidents but are a part of a pattern of criminal activity;

5. The Defendants, and each of them, violated NRS 207.400;

6. Plainti� Nona Tobin has su�ered damages;

7. Plainti� Nona Tobin is entitled to treble damages against Defendants, and each of

them. NRS 207.470(1);
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8. Plainti� Nona Tobin is entitled to an award of punitive damages; and

9. Plainti� Nona Tobin is entitled to an award of attorney fees and costs as damages.

NRS 207.470(1).

A partial list of the Counter-Defendants’, Cross-
defendants’ and third-party defendants’ Predicate Acts

Nationstar LLC and/or Nationstar LLC dba Mr. Cooper recorded false claims on

12/1/14, 1/22/15, 8/17/15, 1/13/16, 6/7/16,  3/8/19 rescind and 3/8/19 assign, and

6/3/19.

Red Rock Financial Services recorded false claims on 12/14/12, 3/12/13, 4/3/13,

4/8/13, and executed the foreclosure deed Thomas Lucas recorded on 8/22/14.

Joseph Hong’s clients recorded false claims on 6/9/15, 6/9/15, 12/1/15, 5/1/19,

5/23/19, 5/28/19, 7/24/19, 12/3/19, 12/27/19, and 12/27/19 and aided and abetted

false claims to be recorded on 6/3/19, 6/4/19, 7/10/19, 7/17/19,  12/27/19, 2/6/20,

2/6/20,  and 12/4/20.

Attorneys for Wright, Finley, Zak, aided and abetted mortgage servicing fraud of

both Bank of America and Nationstar Mortgage by �ling into these quiet title civil

actions statements known to be false and disclosing false evidence Edgar Smith (NV

bar #5506) on 1/11/16, 4/12/16 DECL, 4/12/16, 5/10/16, 6/2/16, 6/3/16, 6/10/16,

3/27/17 DECL , 3/27/17, 11/9/17, 2/9/18, (Dana Johnson Nitz NV Bar #0050, Michael

Kelly NV Bar #10101).

Attorneys for Akerman LLP (Melanie Morgan NV Bar #8215, Karen Whelan NV Bar

#10466, Donna Wittig NV Bar #11015). 5/15/18, 2/7/19, Thera Cooper NV Bar #13468,

2/12/19, 2/12/19,  2/20/19, 2/21/19, 2/21/19, 2/27/19, 2/28/19, 2/28/19, 3/7/19,

3/12/19, 3/12/19, 3/18/19, 3/21/19, 3/26/19 RTRAN, 4/12/19, 4/15/19 (SAO signed

4/10/19), 4/19/19,  4/23/19, 4/23/19 RTRAN, 4/25/19 RTRAN, 5/3/19, 5/21/19 RTRAN,

5/29/19 RTRAN, 5/31/19, 6/24/19, 6/24/19, 6/25/19, 7/1/19, 7/22/19.
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nOFVVp6rumGuHKxUnNeHg5A3_yhGxvXX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p5U4AabD6kwYRpR-R9P68iOIC-0lhehB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Oc0ip_onK0VRDR7vObSZVVyDDI3tNaWA/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qHGUYBQM-JDifXSUcwLFwmkPqhYPI_R5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ov5YQVRwFrStvzZn2mnAbJGdQLonDrPy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZWcT9Ljgvsblh90I6_LaXlbqi-eWFrOl/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ayz_M4ziJqUtlWV48Fi-w-Ai5d6FTyGf/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13TtiMZZKcHNW8fHEM8R84jjRayzdmtUD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WWEbduTdo5oDaolhMnKcHQOn_kayNq9X/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nxOEES-KLDhpsinS0LTAG-iwFcOrE6nf/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lv8Ac1s5S3IfEPwgwfESAn8i080SZ45S/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1s6w40GAjQfXheMDx_lIJ1jaNFbAk5tKk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EbLuK0allS3-r2HxFofgfxJQZ1r6Ku1s/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1i0hgf6nO_fY4JsWvLVd7lmDVY44nKCFB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/165fllauf6hBKO1pWCieEgKmc4iLp0a-B/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fLG63S2yiTrkdBQklOjWyN6DYnDFstQE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-8CLBwZLQ7c1S7uFxPTbbAgvsYs0pDit/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tRIabTkwEclu3YFTO4o1NDqofBqHe_Ub/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VowH2MQwFv7c9N_r-jUgyfHI5XjytP_D/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KoxsXUT2o9WdRFzfDUpNRbmqj_IY5vZb/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WUaZVAQRXdV_kVHQPYiVnIUUrI45Sr8R/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eXxCJCdkC51aDPar2CW4VQ-jz72liqcE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1U3oRH9YzbR1Il_8Abp9F_Dry80bHh_Me/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KyfCPtY4caBrgu5H2STZh7L1AmnwSxZ-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qDjDPYGWQiPg64-2sQv4E-wEFMJuYPaT/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZX5PNSYqjJYxHjatDSSqkyGGHsH-1szp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YisBrSYx5ZryvwZfMTAQXHn3CUPBH7FZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QCJOOCh0tss5KIUSOvLoYSbjAxX1te6J/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/127gnbung2MXaWMsFU-G_RosREFMF9DPM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UqwTAb5X8cSh0tZJ85-mDFsDgaY8HeM3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1P5Ygmqu2-cJSfSLx-d08GExkix6Gk5I_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1f4H4NGger-ouO8lhkoP8oZkuw0Psat6R/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aRYmPbvQ1lTTgJr7xeKUxJHjxGNnMi9u/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dLxtOCQ9n-4ezf_qRC6TFJRkVLL32-Em/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1C8Q9sWW16QFAzTQ7u92-azGc9d7VHnse/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-89h7aWoow7Yeacz9p6DgyabvOSZtfBQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pQYtsv7gx1POOOxncUN-FvVPSag2vTU0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11Xwq0063gK9yDmoQ950keTpLNBR4UJq2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_Ba3ZsxYr9UgGtWwWyvxTosskn7ej28H/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pbfcn18G_McqTpuGVF4kHw_We-Wg4GWO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CCKaa2uzl-rv4JReZC9CnI1XO_yh0jn4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1q8Ud6qZuAjrbACR5s2nuIcpBTlV0Dmc1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JS-W5hz9-0A4aBzNVTrwPCHp4ya-lK9w/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CXu-L8v5LzFPuFJlGdnUoB5nLuTMR5tM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HRY3ML0m9yYHDHi4fyX9As_aGECNOEpB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WmfzkWq_l_YI41qKrL3-Bq-8Ib2xW_mm/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19Oks_Zc9I2IMFlx426BfcNymai7HrMPb/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/172mL0srAXQO01cVmCmv27O9ibUU35icv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y2eLgatXd1wEnVjAO4WinvZDGlxZqPL3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y2eLgatXd1wEnVjAO4WinvZDGlxZqPL3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iMj2CfA-Qko3XBj8n4L4XtCtkyVkIjAV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1C6HUqcXgr3eFal9ggWpJ9pPt8ZIq-0xF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/148w4g1W-I8Xh__QZ5_0idCxzoqSsvM5U/view?usp=sharing


Joseph Hong (NV Bar #5995) �led written false statements, �led frivolous

unsupported harassing pleadings, knowingly made false verbal statements, made

fraudulent misrepresentations of material facts, concealed/failed to disclose

material facts, conspired with others, received proceeds, on these dates, 6/9/15

DEED, 6/16/15, 6/8/16, 8/12/15, 10/16/15, 8/30/16, 9/29/16 RTRAN, 12/5/16, 12/20/16

RTRAN, 3/13/17, 3/13/17, 3/13/17, 12/5/18,  3/25/19, 3/26/19 RTRAN, 4/15/19, 4/22/19,

4/23/19 minutes,  4/23/19 RTRAN, 4/23/19 RTRAN annotated, 4/25/19 RTRAN, 5/1/19

DEED, 5/3/19, 5/21/19, 5/23/19 Agreement, 5/24/19, 5/29/19 video, 5/29/19 RTRAN,

6/3/19 RTRAN, 6/3/19 video, 6/5/19, 6/5/19 video, 6/5/19 RTRAN, 6/5/19 video,

6/6/19 RTRAN, 6/24/19, 6/28/19, 8/7/19, 8/13/19, 9/3/19 RTRAN, 9/3/19 video,

6/25/20, 7/1/20,  8/3/20 annotated,, 8/11/20 video, 8/11/20 RTRAN, 10/8/20, 10/8/20

annotated, 10/16/20 OST, 10/16/20 NEO, 10/29/20 RTRAN, 10/29/20 video, 11/3/20

video, 11/3/20 RTRAN.

Detailed allegations against defendants are delineated in complaints to the Nevada

Attorney General on 3/14/19 and 11/10/20.

Detailed allegations against defendants are delineated in complaints to the Nevada

State Bar on 2/14/21 and on 2/16/21.

Detailed allegations against multiple defendants are delineated in
these publications

Speci�c allegations related to false claims recorded by multiple defendants in the
Clark County O�cial property records are in this publication

Cause of Action: Abuse of Process

Recommendation to the Nevada Commision on Judicial Discipline

Nevada Commission on Judicial Discipline Complaint

NONA TOBIN’S 3/15/21 REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE

TOBIN. 3194

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lFiSpLD_ju53RYxPXS1ufqKalDeQlzSn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AaDIML_DUcZ5irVy-GPTvBJQalXeXyOn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tPgjm3m9V6DI4unN6niJjHQelSBZz5hq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AaDIML_DUcZ5irVy-GPTvBJQalXeXyOn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FBtrBF-rshjqLpM0Yb58CQjb6BWu84WC/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iAAaXHPw5U7rCX6OEhXIRyb3WD_onuvH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pV_yHwhQKbklqYGdxGjxJ2dxm5ILeivU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ceNG-En1dD5-BBLS8-l4JIvd0rD3z9zp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dwR3OoKwe-XZonvzURzCJzEqlcG0unzP/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fqjdEGpU6HLFULVQOFbuEqmUOrPpfHQ5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iQQ8noCkW29xW9HteQpwqj16QCzNnUtz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ju0YXWw0y2wK72uqB4shdjhSIft9XlIJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16O8DGcEjjKayzryc32PdomIkvIGtJbCK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11Xwq0063gK9yDmoQ950keTpLNBR4UJq2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1S-ilGCQNaPgPtwBBAKafEFlg7WqHwW4d/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TxiX_iXvRsBQdz3CpxT48LPm59JJ2Kak/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-UPh203lkuWYldseTHcSNDxY9_-Flbky/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JS-W5hz9-0A4aBzNVTrwPCHp4ya-lK9w/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZkUisZzO2zMaCNyu3A5JWcVoiJ7IiMSV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Lz5agHe10UarmBdu_U07-ms-7fqXJJwv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uouzh5n0xzASd7T5LWLrtq4p-I30VdNo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1O3ATVl1y7Xx5t3w1EQfn5Ku2IbmIEYpZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1X2VDS5SePj01o6NuawPvDq0f6eiyCcFM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12tfIlZtuuJ6tBLvFrKmcbavPPl-gUX1g/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AvT-DWQ35762AVzMPG8KnkAehs9bFeBv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1S5sQcTGOeTm3RRuMNwwnKAxWAe9IYOzu/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NOYzo_q-ZtHi7H5t4tBssnURUa-a5KQx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1S7A830UBVtZEoxx7fUF_J0dTp3qhXzrh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aZBtd3mR9Mg4gJ2ppORzvFKiLxI_NJWJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1R47qe6XGk87Lw08wir91WnTlZ592C90v/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dIGz6W9YwuBBtvnrqS_-xJ9ne8r2bCgO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1M1r0A3m2E0zNDQOwu6ymFDQKe-gziP9g/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1M1r0A3m2E0zNDQOwu6ymFDQKe-gziP9g/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iO_4KPoaxQWGRnkq7DcUlaNiH-Erlp-X/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19eIWSUlpl30AVcGP3E0Kq-ztBbdY-og1/view?usp=sharing
https://scastrong.com/1st-complaint-to-the-nevada-attorney-general-exhibits/
https://scastrong.com/2nd-complaint-to-the-nevada-attorney-general-exhibits/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yTNZLp1jvs5UvNOQ7A4892vgUEU5L14t/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Gj7YX9XKRtyQrBG3kZOd1IOsslCGQhLw/view?usp=sharing
https://scastrong.com/cause-of-action-abuse-of-process/
https://scastrong.com/recommendation-to-the-nevada-commision-on-judicial-discipline/
https://scastrong.com/nevada-commission-on-judicial-discipline-complaint/
https://scastrong.com/nona-tobins-3-15-21-request-for-judicial-notice/


Detailed allegations against Brittany Wood are delineated in these
publications

Detailed allegations against Melanie Morgan are delineated in these
publications

Detailed allegations against Nationstar are delineated in these
publications

This fraud on the court publication has nine videos that show exactly how the

attorneys tricked the court into letting Nationstar and Joel Stokes steal Nona Tobin’s

house without ever putting on a case, meeting their Plainti�s’ burden of proof, or

refuting Nona Tobin’s claims against them.

Some allegations against Steven Scow & Brody Wight are delineated
in these publications

Complaint to the State Bar of Nevada Ethics & Discipline Panel vs.
Brittany Wood

Complaint to the State Bar of Nevada Ethics & Discipline Panel vs.
Brittany Wood

Complaint Against Melanie Morgan

Nona Tobin Declaration Under Penalty of Perjury

Judicial Jiu-Jitsu is fraud on the court

Nationstar Mortgage’s Fraud

2020 Court hearings Part 1

Interpleader Complaint was �led with an ulterior motive
TOBIN. 3195

https://scastrong.com/complaint-to-the-state-bar-of-nevada-ethics-discipline-panel-vs-brittany-wood/
https://scastrong.com/complaint-to-the-state-bar-of-nevada-ethics-discipline-panel-vs-brittany-wood/
https://scastrong.com/complaint-against-melanie-morgan/
https://scastrong.com/nona-tobin-declaration-under-penalty-of-perjury/
https://scastrong.com/judicial-jiu-jitsu-is-fraud-on-the-court/
https://scastrong.com/nationstar-mortgages-fraud/
https://scastrong.com/2020-court-hearings-part-1/
https://scastrong.com/interpleader-complaint-was-filed-with-an-ulterior-motive/


Court records that evidence fraud on the court Joseph
Hong are partially found here

Documentary evidence of abuse of process, fraud on the court,
conspiracy, and racketeering are in linked exhibits to the Nevada
attorney General & to the Mortgage Lending Division

Speci�c allegations related to false claims recorded by multiple
defendants in the Clark County O�cial property records are in this
publication

 

A fable to illustrate Joseph Hong’s & Melanie Morgan’s fraud on the
court is in this publication

This publication of the Nevada Rules of Civil Procedure will be
updated to highlight relevant rules related to proposed sanctions and
proposed civil court reform

2016 Court hearings

2nd complaint to the Nevada Attorney General & exhibits

WHY NATIONSTAR & ITS ATTORNEYS MUST BE SANCTIONED AND PAY
PUNITIVE DAMAGES

Joseph Hong: pay Nona Tobin treble damages for stealing her house and
be disbarred

Nevada Rules of Professional Conduct

A Duel to the Death

TOBIN. 3196

https://scastrong.com/2016-court-hearings/
https://scastrong.com/2nd-complaint-to-the-nevada-attorney-general-exhibits/
https://scastrong.com/why-nationstar-and-its-attorneys-must-be-sanctioned-and-pay-punitive-damages/
https://scastrong.com/aba-standards-for-imposing-lawyer-sanctions/
https://scastrong.com/nevada-rules-of-professional-conduct/
https://scastrong.com/a-duel-to-the-death/


Nona Tobin’s Cross-claims vs. Nationstar and Wells Fargo and
counter-claims vs. Red Rock Financial Services and motions for
attorney sanctions in Nevada district court case A-21-828840-C are
found in this publication

Detailed allegations vs. Joseph Hong are in these publications

Relevant Nevada case law

NRS 207.470; Stoddart v. Miller, 2008 WL 6070835 (Nev. 2008 ); 

Siragusa v. Brown, 114 Nev. 1384, 971 P.2d 801 (1999); 

Gordon v. Eighth Judicial Dist. Ct., 12 Nev. 216, 231, 913 P.2d 240, 250-51 (1996); 

Cummings v. Charter Hosp. of Las Vegas, Inc., 111 Nev. 639, 896 P.2d 1137 (1995); 

Allum v. Valley Bank of Nevada, 109 Nev. 280, 849 P.2d 297 (1993); 

Hale v. Burkhardt, 104 Nev. 632, 634, 764 P.2d 866, 867 (1988).

Nevada Rules of Civil Procedure

NONA TOBIN’S 2021 MOTIONS FOR ATTORNEY SANCTIONS

Joseph Hong: pay Nona Tobin treble damages for stealing her house and
be disbarred

10 Reasons why to sanction Joseph Hong

TOBIN. 3197

https://scastrong.com/#facebook
https://scastrong.com/#twitter
https://scastrong.com/#email
https://www.addtoany.com/share#url=https%3A%2F%2Fscastrong.com%2Fcause-of-action-rico-damages-pursuant-to-nrs-207-470-racketeering%2F&title=Cause%20of%20Action%3A%20RICO%20Damages%20pursuant%20to%20NRS%20207.470%20Racketeering
https://scastrong.com/nevada-rules-of-civil-procedure/
https://scastrong.com/nona-tobins-2021-motions-for-attorney-sanctions/
https://scastrong.com/aba-standards-for-imposing-lawyer-sanctions/
https://scastrong.com/10-reasons-why-to-sanction-joseph-hong/
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https://wordpress.org/
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SCA Strong
Owners should ALWAYS come �rst!

Cause of Action: Civil Conspiracy

Plainti� repeats, realleges, and incorporates herein by this reference the allegations

hereinabove inclusively as though set forth at length and in full herein. 

Defendants collectively constitute a combination of two or more persons.  

Defendants acted in concert by agreement, understanding, or a “meeting of the

minds” regarding the objective and the means of pursuing it, whether explicit or by

tacit agreement (the “Scheme”). 

Defendants, and each of them, intended to and did accomplish an unlawful objective

for the purpose of harming Plainti� Nona Tobin through the Scheme. 

The Scheme harmed Plainti� Nona Tobin 

As a direct, proximate, and foreseeable result of the Scheme, Plainti� has been

damaged in excess of $15,000 and in an amount to be determined at the time of

trial. 

Defendants’ acts were committed with fraud, oppression, and/or malice, entitling

Plainti� Nona Tobin to punitive damages pursuant to NRS 42.005 in an amount to be

determined at the time of trial. 

As a direct, proximate, and foreseeable result of the Defendants’ acts, it has become

necessary for Nona Tobin to secure the services of an attorney, and Nona Tobin is

entitled to recover fees and costs incurred herein as damages.

TOBIN. 3199

https://scastrong.com/
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SCA Strong
Owners should ALWAYS come �rst!

What is the PUD Rider?

The P.U.D. RIDER must be enforced to protect
HOA homeowners from corporate corruption.

The banks deceived the Courts about the “F. Remedies”
contract term in the Planned Unit Development Rider.

This scheme isn’t just how Nationstar stole a house from me.  
 
This is the same ploy that many, many banks have used to steal many, many houses from HOA homeowners.  
 
It works because the HOA debt collectors conspired with the corrupt attorneys/lenders to conceal the existence
of the PUUD Rider Remedies from the owners and from the courts.

How lenders cheat owners out of their housesHow lenders cheat owners out of their houses

TOBIN. 3201

https://scastrong.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TgDhuSs74b0


Nationstar knew the PUD Rider remedy limits, but
misrepresented it.

Nationstar disclosed the Hansen deed OF TRUST as NSM 141-162.

The Planned Unit Development Rider Remedies F was disclosed as NSM 160. In the

2004 Recorded documents, it is numbered 2004 021 RECORDED.

it is the featured image of this blog and it is pictured again below.

If a lender pays late HOA dues, the ONLY recovery is the
amount paid with interest charged at the note rate.

PUD rider remedies f. provides that lenders are contractually authorized only to add

delinquent HOA assessments to the outstanding loan balance and add interest at the

note rate (here 6.25%).

Lenders are prohibited from using the tender, o�er or payment of delinquent
assessments, rejected or not, as a de facto foreclosure to con�scate an owner’s
property without due process.

Nationstar disclosed the PUD Rider Remedies section so ignorance cannot be an

excuse when Nationstar �led its duplicitous 2/12/19 joinder in order to get rid of the

owner without foreclosing.

TOBIN. 3202

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jkJp1uQPXtQMNkfas--GyQBktag6tuv2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y-UVzqrIciSHZqKqbb520jGeuTMJ9Ule/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NTaYGXxj7ylJ7j7H0rlIfBEVMcVpTl6W/view?usp=sharing


Nationstar was not ever owed Hansen’s debt

Nationstar disclosed that it does not hold the origInal note by disclosing a copy as

NSM 158-160.

NSM’s copy of the note shows Nationstar, Wells Fargo and bank of Amercia are not

in the chain of title of endorsements.

Criminal penalties must be applied.

All recorded assignments of the Hansen DEED OF TRUST that culminated in

Nationstar reconveying the Hansen DEED OF TRUST to Joel Stokes, an individual, on

6/3/19, were false claims to title in the meaning of NRS 205.395.

Evidence in this case has been submitted to
administrative enforcement agencies

Violations of NRS 205.395, NRS 207.360, and other statutes in this particular case

are documented in 11/10/20 complaint to the Nevada Attorney General (See TOC of

AG exhibits), 12/16/20 complaint to the Mortgage Servicing Division (See TOC

12/16/20 complaint), NCJD 2021-026,

The pattern of racketeering by �nancial institutions is
well documented nationwide.

National banking associations’ corrupt business practices were revealed in :

12/7/20 national settlement agreement and consent order,

its 8/17/18 settlement and release, 

the 2012 National Mortgage Settlement and consent judgment for Bank of

America,

the 2012 National Mortgage Settlement and consent judgment for Wells Fargo.
TOBIN. 3203

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J8fzBUJmV9nYguJS6TaGzNFO3o3NDgkp/view?usp=sharing
https://www.leg.state.nv.us/NRS/NRS-205.html#NRS205Sec395
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rmrbNZdkIJ4dvcoGENboz6fKtqP5p26-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rmrbNZdkIJ4dvcoGENboz6fKtqP5p26-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-8-umr0V9f6u8OuVLKrQatX1WSMglxWN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1of07yhOhDKLCokRboWlfD-zEL9h5Mqyj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kZ8WPv4TdI3A5Jic-jvx4LO72xRlmO7z/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1z1n1Hhoqd9W6nvxqL5f6n2mTW8TYJF9t/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17QzXDDDBZ1pBIkyr-L5DM3jJp06TKY-d/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ui1J1Ps5wmsCPlKN7f7fkb1l6NYpMZxe/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vjvLyrLmoccmQPRAcv3IUGaZy65tjZVG/view?usp=sharing
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The PUD Rider is just their special trick reserved for
screwing HOA homeowners.
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/
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1st complaint to the Nevada Attorney
General & exhibits

TOBIN. 3206

https://scastrong.com/
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TOBIN. 3210



TOBIN. 3211



TOBIN. 3212



Links to Exhibits to 3/14/19 complaint to the NV Attorney
General

2011               Certi�ed fraud examiner Amicus curiae MA Supreme Court

7/15/2004      Western Thrift Deed of Trust

7/15/2004      COPY of GBH note NSM 258-260

5/14/2008      10 SCA bylaws 3.20/3.18abefgi prohibits BOD delegation

TOBIN. 3213

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wt9cDrNKiiSsIS9abvYMWsXzDg5YjJNA/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17AxjEo36Z7-mpNMN0eqRAk2iFdMbqyDS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sgXIUxscMjvn5Cllyink92vdWU6ABeyV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AswW_Zd934t2Mw0lHATU5aBWLp-U03ZI/view?usp=sharing


3/11/2011      2011 anti-foreclosure fraud law AB 284 

10/1/2011      NV 2011 Legislative Digest re AB 284 changes

2/1/2012        2012 National Mortgage Settlement

4/12/2012      Recorded DOT assign to BANA

8/8/2012        6 Sparkman RPA $310K

8/10/2012      Tobin counter to require lender to pay seller costs

8/10/2012      7 BANA short sale addendum

8/11/2012      8 Tobin re lender is seller

9/17/2012      9 SCA MSJ exhibit 3 re intent to lien SCA628

9/20/2012      5 Hearing Notice Sanction 4 Delinquent Assessments

10/3/2012      4 Tobin letter 2 SCA w/ 8/17/12 chk 143 + death cert

1/27/2013      BANA confusion over DOT – misc docs

6/5/2013        HUD-1 draft showing $3055.47 due to HOA out of escrow

6/19/2013      Proud�t 2 Ticor: BANA rejected buyer

12/31/2013    Mortgage transfer disclosure requirements

7/1/2014        Leidy-Tobin emails 7/24/14 through 10/24/14

7/22/2014      11 SCA 280-280 BOD denial of fee waiver request

8/21/2014      RRFS trust account check $57,282.32 to CC District court
TOBIN. 3214

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JRCae7K3Slo3ShTbWXgp_quWTh1IChMu/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EnhmNaLI0e46C5TU8213k17Y2dwd-xK9/view?usp=sharing
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/ask-cfpb/what-was-the-national-mortgage-settlement-en-2071/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1khXrmAokeTCUPA8J9Uv1P2QEdO73jCWV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OLTJao4-XdhKq3EwNDdMnzikB9j4IO9A/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lTS5hT00OY65WOSRt3QxqrLz0fXisaf6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1l42nXl-g9YlqLhpeRGUpC9zHM-EwX4Qq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17SQW0LRNxw2Dkbld0mvLC5Cot6uzCK3y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16-h2Z880kJWMZwBn9I3DDMJAH7RnXqAP/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16e9-AKzxTtYwtQvkMu7YhNiebFRxUqXt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bvCYp9nUbC_h0Ja-eMwl1lBiTagYV_Cr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qjWv6B7zHWNNZOlSNkKd2F4kk8YXMjp4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eDtBUES9dNZc4lpISovM6s0dy3Lt6FyW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E5Szz9FxKWK-QvvXJic3_dH5k9LIknD9/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hNN0HbxGk7FJVjlsDrKBX_FChvTYLxxP/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hzxTPbp8eNrPRp9kgQGfANeM71k52YUf/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KUcC5W04NxJe58iNa_mTwuSjo3DrJOO7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1v01iYQZankv6-SKUe47pxcHJjCep07hO/view?usp=sharing


9/9/2014        BANA recorded 8/21/14 assignment to Wells Fargo

9/25/2014      2 Res Trans Rpt 1336-7 GBH 2 Jimijack

12/1/2014      NS recorded 10/23/14 assignment to itself as BANA’s “attorney-in-fact”

3/12/2015      WF recorded substitution trustee reconvey 2nd DOT 2 GBH

4/1/2015        Thomas Baynard CA bar discipline

6/9/2015        Recorded OpHomes 2 F.Bondurant 6/4/15 quit claim

6/9/2015        3 Quit claim to Jimijack -Yuen Lee signed as T Lucas

1/13/2016      NS Lis Pendens re A-730078-C

4/1/2016        Unrecorded WF power of attorney NSM 270-272

5/9/2016        Residential Transaction Report – 2763 White Sage

6/7/2016        NS Lis Pendens re A-720032-C

9/18/2016      Tobin letter to R-J editor  “”HOAs, foreclosures, and property rights” 

12/28/2016    Corwin notary communications

1/3/2017        Debra Batesel journal entries re 6/4/15 quit claim & RPA

3/28/2017      Recorded GBH Trust quit claim 2 Tobin

3/28/2017      Recorded Hansen Disclaimer of Interest NSM 212-217

11/5/2018      Irma Mendez a�davit re Joel Just

2/5/2019        SCA MSJ against Tobin
TOBIN. 3215

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uj3KdNbroeN_F2uimLMF4nr61wXpkkAy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BRnDoShEKBdku_TSSv7yHSuJiDTP9_jv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1t6gdAEvbOd1GA82j47Pg2iBjap_8vB6Z/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PkyF9rKKmW47AwgqRJPftAKiH27cJNc6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17X--a5usXKjAPT7Dli0m8l0yrgq6QwKG/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FUzcrFxIbIWvxBLodp8chAWQWB-NwJh9/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hn7LsF4_DFbfcV7PtuQmMEehDCYcpJHr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HqD3Dz5QD13FqZ5kD_vMm6MFlPTYKL_k/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dtYrh4IhqXmXkXuPsiMlT-CoFvAG8ZRZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mM_hIQZXnubmeeOoWP8XnQYuNKHNcYSJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RNRqnB4aC6IC7GPqg8RTeD1SJPmpdsu8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13DDLbMnhoH8qXt1-YaiEIkWEason6gbv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J8nX9fP68c4oQqePKFpOK1utFC1t3bZx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J8nX9fP68c4oQqePKFpOK1utFC1t3bZx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1W3iMmsvYEWQ3xsXZiPOOTrtgjOnQZUcK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vKmjWhcVSIil1lvUtKcqNVq6tZ1qPj28/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Wf8FBm--CKPsGwdNDf0rOikpFB_KiRwp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/170fCdoGTqYRcoTOvN2F1KVAbRAK3F82o/view?usp=sharing


2/5/2019        SCAMSJ Ex5-10/8/12 receipt + false claim of 9/20 notice

2/5/2019        SCAMSJ Ex12-notices with proofs of service

2/12/2019      Joinder to the SCA motion,

2/12/2019      NS Ltd joinder 2 SCA MSJ

2/20/2019      Gmail – compare NS disclosure with my paid o� note

2/20/2019      Gmail – another nail in Nationstar’s co�n

2/25/2019      NS unrecorded rescinded 10/23/14 assignment-re�led NSM 404-408

2/25/2019      NS unrecorded re�le of 10/23/14 as WF attorney in fact

2/27/2019      “HOA debt collectors wield an unlawful level of power”

2/27/2019      TOC 2 Tobin disclosures

2/27/2019      Tobin 1st sup + BHHS + RRFS

3/1/2019        Hearing minutes Spanish trail A-14-710161

3/1/2019        CA SOS letter re notary complaint

3/5/2019        opposition to the SCA MSJ

3/10/2019      Tobin draft DECL OPPC NS ex 1-10

3/12/2019      CA notary violations on 4/12/12 DOT 2 BANA misc docs

8/27/2008      1 Deed GBH 2 GBH Trust

3/8/2019        Recorded rescission of 10/23/14 assignment MSN 409-411
TOBIN. 3216

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gfgE2jNgYyQ8b4g1HuUZZFV2E2nJ8mKQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FCEjtJL5Udiq9xkYYgB7RRjU8UfyqpFL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ib4zbhAgw2ozXz_1SJnLn_F7m0LM8UhM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ib4zbhAgw2ozXz_1SJnLn_F7m0LM8UhM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tiwLG7sIXuhuYS4tuI5sQDlBdg_Z-RXx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1M_6yrHw7L8yI1y-s8KmwEbJja_3kwwXs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14rMLlH4Bv6tZirLHetUF0o4VQ7L74dzC/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MtxrS3Oga1yNUCz3c-m6FgyaUCPdDAMk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ziKbTEoABvvO5IWQjOsZZoOuF7kUgsCL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xqBrNGXRrdDkajnUaVcnEZRvD2PGSqg1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1B5qc2TSK4eQmJFkqmBOdu1dSTZZLSF2k/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lQ2WgPbZYvYyVi2uvr3TtPmVrmGus0mP/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YXtxFQwSSSHI8FkbpmU-5e4YjUTsW7mA/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wjLazd8w0_3lcZ438fjLejHcaAb9cQw9/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1B5qc2TSK4eQmJFkqmBOdu1dSTZZLSF2k/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1y77WYuRnn6hYS_SyozwKFVjWGEX3-2aS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JrK-GkZ_LW8GUPI5_A8D0386vKdzut6s/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cs7IlniRm13MC7RCgkhbZCF5zVHpMarq/view?usp=sharing


1/17/2017       Backup for notary subpoenas- not issued

                       CA notary laws

NV Attorney General’s 3/26/19 response

TOBIN. 3217

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1prCcKfNX_ddUH5qZQsck87cTLMJhrxip/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zvLm-e-oO7nP-009HihN9y-7ARPLS1IN/view?usp=sharing
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https://scastrong.com/tag/nv-ag/
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2nd complaint to the Nevada Attorney
General & exhibits

TOBIN. 3219

https://scastrong.com/


TOBIN. 3220



TOBIN. 3221



TOBIN. 3222



Links to exhibits to 2nd complaint to the Nevada
Attorney General

1. 12/1/14 Assignment    Nationstar – no power of attorney – executed B of A to

Nationstar assignment of the 7/22/04 Hansen deed of trust

2. NSM 258-260 Nationstar disclosed it did not have the original Hansen

promissory note, and the copy of the note it had was not endorsed to Nationstar

3. 2/20/19 SODWOP      Nationstar dropped all its quiet title claims against all parties

except Jimijack (1/11/16 COMP in A-16-730078-C) without adjudication or any

judicial scrutiny of evidence.

4. 2/2819 RESP Pg 6      Nationstar admitted in response to interrogatories that it

was not the bene�ciary of the Hansen deed of trust; it was just the servicing bank

for non-party Wells Fargo who has never claimed to be the bene�ciary of the

Hansen deed of trust. On page 7, the veri�cation only included that Nationstar

was the servicer and was signed by a previously unknown person of unknown

authority.

5. 3/8/19 Rescission        Nationstar – no power of attorney – rescinded 12/1/14 B of A

to Nationstar assignment of the 7/22/04 Hansen deed of trust which means that

Nationstar had no recorded claim to give it standing to be in either cases A-15-

TOBIN. 3223

https://drive.google.com/file/d/10fzVCg7kYMuit1N7RUPIPOWftPGOlXbu/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PWlddDi69JNQjfy0pQnpeWK9tYs4-Ilo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xngit2D5_zKkMVsUEvilb6Vf7JBG8Zr6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1f4H4NGger-ouO8lhkoP8oZkuw0Psat6R/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cs7IlniRm13MC7RCgkhbZCF5zVHpMarq/view?usp=sharing


720032-C or A-16-730078-C and is judicially estopped from claiming that it was

the owner of the Hansen deed of trust during all relevant times or ever.

6. 3/8/19 Assignment      Nationstar – no power of attorney – executed Wells Fargo

to Nationstar assignment of the 7/22/04 Hansen deed of trust

7. 3/14/19 AG 2-2019     Complaint to the AG that was allegedly served on Melanie

Morgan

8. 3/18/19 NITD Nationstar three-day notice to take default against Jimijack since

Jimijack did not answer the 6/2/16 AACC

9. 3/21/19 MSJ   Nationstar �led an MSJ against Jimijack and not against Nona

Tobin, the HOA or the Gordon B Hansen Trust

10. 4/10/19 OPP/MSJ       Tobin opposition to Nationstar’s MSJ as Nationstar did not

own the bene�cial interest of the Hansen deed of trust; and the HOA sale was void

in its entirety so foreclosure would have to have been against Tobin for any

lender; plus Jimijack’s deed was void per NRS 111.345.

11. 4/9/19 NRS 38.310(2) Notice of completion of mediation by Tobin/Hansen Trust

when neither Jimijack nor Nationstar had complied with NRS 38.310 so the court

lacked jurisdiction to grant them relief sought.

12. 4/12/19 NS      Jimijack (who didn’t have a valid deed never �led any claims against

Nationstar or against Tobin or the Hansen Trust) prevailed in the quiet title case

by “settling” out of court with Nationstar in a fraudulent deal that excluded

Tobin and the Hansen Trust. Judge Kishner never examined any evidence to

support their claims (Judge Kishner held 42 hearings, but never examined any

evidence.)

13. 4/17/19 TOC exhibits 600 pages of evidence to support Tobin’s claims that were

stricken from the record unheard by bench orders at the 4/23/19 ex-parte

hearing.

14. 4/19/19 RESP Nationstar convinced the court that it was ok for Nationstar and

Jimijack to settle the quiet title dispute without the court examining any evidence

because Nationstar and Tobin/ Hansen trust weren’t really opposing parties.

15. 4/23/19 NWM Nationstar dropped its motion for summary judgment against

Jimijack without Jimijack �ling an opposition (that Judge Kishner required to be

�led by 4/26/19 on her 4/12/19 order continuing the hearing to 5/7/19and

convinced Judge Kishner that was the end of the case because she had granted the

HOA’s motion for summary judgment (based on no evidence) and Nationstar’s

limited joinder (based on no evidence and explicitly contrary to the Hansen deed
TOBIN. 3224

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FG0PuNeDrAENW0lHywI-THgre6bI6Z4X/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Fum99tKDWn9dHFMwVflC7uup7HnRb_vj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13PLQhDjS35F6rvHFWakCufzWXtUOB-xR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oY68KMUviCnLCg8OcQPmVUGMMvTVNnPj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1R0u65Aaa_xzmBP3dA8jDi5Ptrh5AhFia/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/158P3TS_P8R71wpBjU0k9GLJdoz0vt7e6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17FG8ZSvhwR4pihl7ZjDD0ZkNAo3nWNxi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FiSMShSiTDdpFfR4vgaiFuSb30URHVhT/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DUmpZ-_1Ib9oA_3Skv0Ba_n72M8odM9e/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gNI27WVoBEiNVS9ADvU-rjGkb2ZKLo8j/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17WhzN35D04VgwBak9EJl5dtcojAAHcA0/view?usp=sharing


of trust PUD rider Remedies (f) (NSM 160) that prohibits the use of tender of

delinquent HOA assessments as a de facto foreclosure.

16. 4/23/19 Transcript      Nationstar & Jimijack’s attorneys, Melanie Morgan &

Joseph Hong met with Judge Kishner ex-parte after serving notice that the

hearing was continued on 4/15/19 (SAO) and 4/22/19 (NTSO) in order to get

Nona’s pro se motions and notices stricken unheard from the record to make a

fraudulent “settlement”.

17. 5/23/19 DOT annotated          Neither Nationstar nor Jimijack are parties to

$355,000 deed of trust executed & recorded on 5/23/19 by nonparties Joel A

Stokes & Civic Financial Services

18. 4/23/19 video 

19. 4/23/19 minutes         

20. 5/1/19 DEED  Joel & Sandra Stokes as trustees of Jimijack dumped Jimijack’s deed

by transferring the title into Joel’s name as an individual. Judge Kishner never

ruled on Jimijack’s deed that Nona Tobin claimed was inadmissible per NRS

111.345 in her 2/1/17 AACC vs Jimijack and in two declarations under penalty of

perjury.

21. 5/21/19 Transcript      Nationstar attorneys characterize as a settlement

agreement between parties Jimijack & Nationstar that excluded parties Nona

Tobin & the Gordon B. Hansen Trust from the title �ght without the court

examining any evidence including not examining the alleged settlement

documents.

22. 5/31/19 NESO Nationstar stipulates that it drops its remaining quiet title claim

against Jimijack with prejudice so they both win without the judge ever looking at

the evidence or hearing Nona Tobin’s claims against Nationstar & Jimijack.

23. 6/3/19 Reconvey         Nationstar dba Mr. Cooper falsely claimed to be both the

bene�ciary and the trustee of the Hansen deed of trust and reconveyed without

legal authority the property to Joel A Stokes two days before the quiet title trial

(A-15-720032-C) that allegedly was held to determine the title rights between

the Gordon B. Hansen Trust and the Jimijack Irrevocable Trust.

24. Supreme Court case 79295     Online case management system – see how

opposing parties were successful in getting me removed as a party by saying I was

not aggrieved. See orders SC 19-37846 and SC 20-016346.

25. Judicial Jiu-jitsu          Youtube channel contains closed-caption videos of all the

A-15-720032-C court hearings from 2016-2019 and all the A-19-798990-C court
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hearings held in 2020 as well as brief videos explaining the trickery employed by

the opposing attorneys to suppress Nona Tobin’s evidence and obstruct her

access to a fair adjudication of her claims on their merits by an impartial tribunal.

11/10/20  NV AG complaint

12/4/20 rejection of the complaint by the Nevada
Attorney General
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All declarations under penalty of per-
jury support Nona Tobin’s claims

Because she is not a party to the case, all documents �led with this Court
by Nona Tobin as an individual, are rogue documents and are stricken
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from the record. This includes both the Motion to Dismiss and Motion for
New Trial (and all oppositions or replies) and the Notice of Lis Pendens.

If all statements under oath support Nona Tobin’s claims, why does
she keep losing?

1. 4/15/19 Teralyn Lewis AFFD Teralyn Lewis, custodian of records authenticated

the Ombudsman’s HOA foreclosure notice of sale compliance records for 2763

White Sage and 16 other HOA foreclosures related to Sun City Anthem and/or Joel

Stokes/Joseph Hong.

1. At the 3/26/19 hearing 3/26/19 hearing (3/26/19 annotated transcript,  3/26/19

minutes, 3/26/19, RTRAN, Judge Kishner accepted the HOA attorney David

Ochoa’s misrepresentation of the Red Rock foreclosure �le as veri�ed

evidence after he concealed in discovery the HOA’s actual o�cial records (HOA

Board minutes, 2/26/19 HOA RESP 2 ROGs, 2/26/19 HOA RESP 2 RFDs,

Resident Transactions Report) that contradicted the Red rock foreclosure �le.

1. Judge Kishner rejected sua sponte the State of Nevada Ombudsman for the

Owners in Common Interest Communities’ HOA foreclosure notice of sale

compliance records on the grounds that the compliance screen (that I �led

into the court record multiple times unchallenged (Tobin 080 (Exhibit 14, p.

112)) was not veri�ed and, even if veri�ed, it was not evidence of a disputed

material fact.

1. The same record veri�ed by the Nevada Real Estate Division Custodian of

Records Teralyn Lewis was resubmitted to support the motion for

reconsideration as exhibit 7 to the 509-page 5/23/19 reply (See linked 5/23/19

TOC).

1. Judge Kishner also declared stricken from the record my 4/17/19 621-page

Reply to support my pro se 4/10/19 JMOT/MSJ joinder to Nationstar’s motion

for summary judgment against Jimijack (also stricken) that included the

authenticated Ombudsman’s HOA foreclosure notice of sale compliance

— 11/22/19 Judge Kishner order, Page 4, paragraph 3
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records as an exhibit. See 12-page table of contents of the 4/17/19 �led, but

stricken unheard, documentary evidence.

1. In her 5/31/19 denial of the motion to reconsider her 4/18/19 motion, Judge

Kishner concluded

“The substantial exhibits that have been submitted in the case
demonstrate that Nona Tobin as Trustee of the Trust was aware of

the foreclosure and did not seek to stop the foreclosure.”

Nothing could be farther from the truth. Red Rock’s only notice, recorded on

2/12/14, announcing a 3/7/14, 10 A.M foreclosure sale, was cancelled. No notice

whatsoever was given for an 8/15/14 sale, and Red Rock never even gave any notice

afterward that it had been sold.

The idea that I was aware a sale was going to happen and didn’t try to stop it is
preposterous.

5/20/2019 DECL DOUG PROUDFIT co-owner of Proud�t Realty, listing agent from

2/20/12-7/20/13 while B of A was the servicing bank. Doug’s declaration under

penalty of perjury was included as exhibit 3 to the 509-page 5/23/19 reply (See

linked 5/23/19 TOC).

1/17/17  Nona Tobin declaration regarding failed attempts to get a notary record

for the defective Jimijack deed

— 5/31/19 Judge Kishner order to deny reconsideration of the 4/18/19 order that

granted the HOA’s highly disputed motion for summary judgment and

Nationstar’s fraudulent joinder
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11/5/18  Irma Mendez re Joel Just, Red Rock’s then-President o�ering to sell her

properties in 2015 directly rather than through a properly-noticed HOA

foreclosure auction. Irma Mendez is a rebuttal witness I would called at trial, but

Judge Kishner refused to accept my EDCR 2.67 supplement to my attorney’s pre-

trial memo AND PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW  that

Judge Kishner rejected out of hand at the 6/3/19 calendar call (6/3/19 minutes,

6/3/19 RTRAN, 6/3/19 VIDEO

6/14/2016 Linda Proud�t, co-owner Proud�t Realty, sworn declaration that the

311 broker �les and 9 folders she delivered to Tobin on 6/14/16 “are a true, correct

and complete copy of any and all documents for (Client Name) The Gordon B.

Hansen Trust, dated 8/22/08, Nona Tobin, Successor Trustee”. This declaration is

signi�cant for two reasons:

None of Red Rock’s or the HOA’s or the Berkshire Hathaway broker’s subpoena

response have  “veri�cations” that say these words “are a true, correct and

complete copy of any and all documents”

My statements under oath, e.g., that I did not receive notices that Red Rock

claims to have sent or that Bank of America never recorded a notice of default

on the Hansen deed of trust but refused to allow escrow to close on two fair

market value sales  are corroborated by the presence or absence of those

records in Doug and Linda Proud�t Realty’s o�cial broker records.

9/23/16 DECL: Nona Tobin was �led to support Nona Tobin & Steve Hansen’s

7/29/16 MINV motion to intervene into A-16-730078-C that was heard, but

ignored, by Judge Kishner at the 9/29/16 hearing (9/29/16 minutes, 9/29/16

RTRAN, 9/29/16 VIDEO (14:58 minutes). See 9/23/16 AFFD relevant points.

5/13/2019 Craig Leidy DECL Craig Leidy, listing agent 2/20/14 to 10/31/14,

declaration under penalty of perjury, stating that he was given no notice of the

sale and that Nationstar was the servicer and not the bene�ciary of the disputed

deed of trust. This was included as exhibit 2 to the 509-page 5/23/19 reply (See

linked 5/23/19 TOC). Craig Leidy also made some statements under oath in a

video3:50-minute VIEDO “What evidence supports Nona Tobin’s claims?”
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3/5/2019 DECL: Nona Tobin 3/5/19 opposing Sun City Anthem motion for

Summary Judgment as the HOA was relying on the fraudulent records of the debt

collector rather than requiring that its agents obey the law. Judge Kishner ignored

this opposition that was �led an hour before (3/5/19 3:31 PM OPPM) sua sponte

�led a 3/5/19 (4:45 PM) minute order to grant the HOA’s MSJ and Nationstar’s

unsupported joinder as unopposed. Judge Kishner also ignored this declaration

under penalty of perjury in both her 3/5/19 minute order and 4/18/19 order.

3/14/19 Tobin DECL  DECL: Nona Tobin 3/14/19 AG Complaint 2-2019 opposing

Nationstar lying about being owed $389,000 from the Hansen promissory note

was rejected on 12/4/20 for lack of jurisdiction

Linked table of contents of exhibits

3/26/19 AG email response was that the complaint had been referred to “the

appropriate investigative unit within the O�ce of the Attorney general for review”

and that I would be contacted if they had any questions.

12/4/20 AG email response rejected the complaint as outside of the AG’s

jurisdiction “After careful review, it had been determined your complaint references

allegations beyond the jurisdiction of this o�ce.”

1. 4/20/19 DECL Nona Tobin declaration under penalty of perjury, included with

5/23/19 Tobin Reply to opponents’ opposition to motion for reconsideration of

4/18/19 Kishner order This was included as exhibit 1 to the 509-page 5/23/19

reply (See linked 5/23/19 TOC).

1. 4/29/19  Nona Tobin declaration under penalty of perjury, included with 4/29/19

motion to reconsider was not considered by judge Kishner when she denied the

motion for reconsideration at the 5/29/19 hearing (5/29/19 RTRAN, 5/29/19

minutes, 5/29/19 VIDEO

1. 12/16/20 DECL (20 pages) Nona Tobin complaint to the Mortgage servicing

division vs. Nationstar and its attorneys has

1.  692 pages in its full form

1. on 1/28/21 I received an email, dated 1/27/21, from the Mortgage Lending

Division forwarding a rejection letter, dated 1/6/21, I have yet to receive in the
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mail as of 1/28/21.

1. Nona Tobin’s analysis of the evidence supporting voiding the 8/15/14 HOA sale

was published in “The HOA sale was fatally �awed“

By Judge Kishner’s refusal to look at the evidence and her unfounded insistence that

there were no disputed of material facts surrounding the conduct of the HOA sale

based on her ex parte 4/23/19 meeting with opposing counsels, Judge Kishner

1. declared stricken from the record my seven pro se �lings – oppositions, joinders,

motions for summary judgment and notices- �led between 4/9/19-4/17/19

because my attorney had not �led a motion to withdraw,[1] 

2. ignored my 4/24/19 MVAC/MSJ motion to vacate her 4/18/19 order and motion for

summary judgment against all parties, 

3. denied my motion for reconsideration based on 509 pages of �led evidence in her

5/31/19 order,

4. accepted without review of the settlement documents Jimijack-Nationstar’s

fraudulent side deal recorded on 5/23/19 See 5/21/19 hearing 5/21/19 minutes, 

5/21/19 RTRAN, 5/21/19 24:43-minute VIDEO

5. ordered on 6/3/19 that all documentary evidence must be excluded from the trial,

6. ignored my attorney’s timely 6/3/19 Tobin/Trust FFCL proposed �ndings of fact

and conclusions of law and accepted Joseph Hong’s untimely and unsupported

6/5/19 Jimijack FFCL

7. 6/5/trial 6/5/19 trial day 1 minutes, 6/5/19 trial day 1 RTRAN 6/6/19 trial day 2

50:42-minute VIDEO

Judge Kishner also declared stricken and unheard the Pro Se �lings below by

granting improper motions by Joseph Hong (8/7/19 RESP/MSTR/MAFC) for

counter- defendants and David Ochoa for cross- defendant HOA (8/8/19

RESP/JMOT) at the 9/3/19 hearing

7/22/19 MNTR motion for a new trial per NRCP 54(b) and NRCP 59(a)(1)(A)(B)(C)

(F)

7/29/19 MTD Tobin Pro Se motion to dismiss Judge Kishner’s order granting quiet

title to Jimijack for lack of jurisdiction per NRS 38.310(2)
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8/7/19 NOLP 39-page Notice of Lis Pendens of case not in Judge Kishner’s court

expunged from the property record by Judge Kishner granting the motion to

strike by the HOA that had no adverse claim to Tobin for the title

8/26/19 FFCO Tobin Pro Se proposed �ndings of fact and order to grant Tobin

motion to dismiss for lack of jurisdiction

8/8/19 LISP 7-page recorded Lis Pendens was expunged by 11/22/19 order

although to do so was outside of Judge Kishner’s jurisdiction

Judge Kishner refused to hear my 6/17/19 motion to intervene or consider my

6/21/19 DECL supporting declaration under penalty of perjury. 

OPPONENTS’ CASES WERE NOT SUPPORTED BY VERIFIED, CORROBORATED

EVIDENCE.

No documents �led by parties opposing Nona Tobin in cases A-15-7220032-C, A-

16-730078-C, Nevada Supreme Court appeal 79295 or A-19-798990-C were

veri�ed, corroborated, or supported by a�davits under oath.

Listed here are examples of what my opponents presented as veri�ed evidence

Presented as evidence but lacking any sworn a�davit authenticating the records or

stating that they are accurate, authorized, true or complete

1. 2/11/19 Julia Thompson A�davit Red Rock’s clerical supervisor , Julia Thompson,

signed a modi�ed certi�cation, stopping way short of saying the Red Rock

foreclosure �le was a true, accurate, contemporaneous and complete response to

2/4/19 subpoena. (RRFS 001-0425 served on 2/27/19)

Sun City Anthem disclosed the Red Rock foreclosure �le (RRFS 001-425) as

unveri�ed SCA 176 – SCA 643 by serving a picture of a DVD Pg 8 right after their

ridiculous Privileges Log) on 5/31/18 (so I had no access to them until 12/24/18 a

month after SCA mediated in bad faith). The Red Rock Foreclosure File (redacted),

was disclosed per NRCP 16.1 as if it were the HOA’s true, complete, and accurate

compliance, enforcement and foreclosure records without any certi�cation of

accuracy and completeness. Red Rock’s records are directly contradicted by SCA
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Board minutes and compliance records that were withheld in discovery. The 7-

page blogpost linked here, aptly entitled, “Disputed Facts in Red Rock Foreclosure

File Disclosed as SCA 176-643”, lists facts alleged by attorneys Steven Scow and

David Ochoa that I dispute with veri�ed documentary evidence that Judge Kishner

ignored or excluded in toto without reasonable cause, notice or an opportunity to

be heard.

Red Rock and SCA disclosed between them 110 pages of proofs of service, return to

sender, etc. to create the deception that notices were sent that were not. There are

no proofs of service or returns to sender for any of the disputed notices, e.g., SCA

278, SCA 286, SCA 642-643 SCA 635, SCA 628

Judge Kishner relied on SCA’s Red Rock’s unveri�ed, uncorroborated, sometimes

blatantly falsi�ed record at the 3/26/19 hearing (3/26/19 annotated transcript, 

3/26/19 minutes, 3/26/19, RTRAN. At the same 3/26/19 hearing where Judge

Kishner accepted the HOA attorney’s verbal misrepresentations of the facts and

he concealed the HOA’s actual o�cial records (HOA Board minutes, 2/26/19 HOA

RESP 2 ROGs, 2/26/19 HOA RESP 2 RFDs, Resident Transactions Report) judge

Kishner rejected sua sponte the State of Nevada Ombudsman for the Owners in

Common Interest Communities’ HOA foreclosure notice of sale compliance

records on the grounds that the compliance screen (that I �led into the court

record multiple times unchallenged (Tobin 080 (Exhibit 14, p. 112)) was not

veri�ed and, even if veri�ed, it was not evidence of a disputed material fact. The

same record veri�ed by the Nevada Real Estate Division Custodian of Records

Teralyn Lewis was resubmitted to support the motion for reconsideration as

exhibit 7 to the 509-page reply (See linked 5/23/19 TOC).

Judge Kishner also declared stricken from the record my 4/17/19 621-page Reply

to support my pro se 4/10/19 joinder to Nationstar’s motion for summary

judgment against Jimijack (also stricken) that included the authenticated

Ombudsman’s HOA foreclosure notice of sale compliance records as an exhibit.

See 12-page table of contents of the 4/17/19 �led, but stricken unheard,

documentary evidence.
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In her 5/31/19 denial of the motion to reconsider her 4/18/19 motion, Judge

Kishner concluded “The substantial exhibits that have been submitted in the case

demonstrate that Nona Tobin as Trustee of the Trust was aware of the foreclosure and

did not seek to stop the foreclosure.”

Nothing could be farther from the truth.

Conclusion

The evidence supporting my claims is overwhelming, and there is virtually nothing

supporting the claims of my opponents.

I am exhausted by my attempts to articulate what I consider to be a massive failure

of the judicial system to ensure a fair adjudication of a quiet title dispute.

I feel the discouragement and frustration of being a Cassandra.

I feel the sense of futility the New York Times cataloguers of The Complete List of

Trump’s 2015-1/8/21 Twitter insults (134 pages) must have felt. 

No matter how overwhelmingly one-sided the evidence is to support my claims, it is

still probable – not just possible, but overwhelmingly probable – that many, many

people – including those with the sworn duty to enforce the law and protect the

Constitution by weighing, and acting on, the veri�ed evidence – will still ignore ALL

the evidence and keep believing in a reality based on “alternative facts”.

I am begging you, Nevada Commissioners for Judicial Discipline, to look at the

evidence and act according to your oath of o�ce. Do not sweep this under the rug.

Here is a link to my 333-page rough draft of my complaint which has a linked table

of contents. I can’t do any more.

Thank you for your prompt consideration.

Prepared on January 28, 2021
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I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Nevada that the

foregoing, and everything I say in all of these documents is true, correct, accurate as

complete as I can make it.

Dated this 28  day of January, 2021.

Nona Tobin, President

Fight Foreclosure Fraud, Inc.

th
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1. [1] 4/9/19 Tobin/Hansen Trust Notice of completion of mediation

2. 4/9/19Tobin Notice of appearance to return to Pro Se status

3. 4/10/19 Tobin Opposition to Nationstar’s motion for summary judgment against

Jimijack and countermotion for summary judgment

4. 4/12/19 19 Tobin notice of appearance to return to Pro Se status as an individual

(duplicate �led in error)

5. 4/12/19 Tobin/Hansen Trust Notice of completion of mediation (duplicate �led in

error)

6. 4/12/19 Tobin OPPC vs Nationstar and Jimijack (duplicate �led in error)

7. 4/17/19 Tobin reply to support joinder to Nationstar motion for summary

judgment

4/23/19 orders from the ex parte 4/23/19 hearing and the orders from the 9/3/19

hearing (#21-25 were not formalized until 11/22/19 order was entered �ve months

after the trial and nearly three months after the Supreme Court dismissed my claims

(See 9/10/19 NV Supreme Court’s return of my docketing statement (27 pages)

un�led because I was not aggrieved by the loss of a $500,000 house, $100,000 in

rents, $60,000 in Red Rock unlawfully retained proceeds.

 

 

 nonatobin March 14, 2021 APN 191-13-811-052, Fraud on the Court, Quiet title litigation
DECLs, Under Oath

/ / /
/

/
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Nona Tobin <nonatobin@gmail.com>

Fwd: We can learn a lot from this Spanish trail HOA case 
1 message

Nona Tobin <nonatobin@gmail.com> Thu, Mar 14, 2019 at 12:37 AM
To: Kathy Matson <kdmatson2@mac.com>, darcy.spears@ktnv.com, "Bauman, Kean" <kean.bauman@ktnv.com>,
DAInfo@clarkcountyda.com, AGINFO@ag.nv.gov, info@pvtgov.org, Dan Roberts <dan@thevegasvoice.net>, Joe Coppedge
<joe@mushlaw.com>, vjoecks@reviewjournal.com, jgerman@reviewjournal.com, ahassan@reviewjournal.com,
bjoseph@reviewjournal.com, akane@reviewjournal.com, Anthem Today <Rana@thevegasvoice.net>, "Butterworth, Todd"
<Todd.Butterworth@sen.state.nv.us>, Keith.Pickard@sen.state.nv.us, Melissa.Hardy@asm.state.nv.us,
shea.backus@asm.state.nv.us, Joyce.Woodhouse@sen.state.nv.us, Glen.Leavitt@asm.state.nv.us,
Teresa.BenitezThompson@asm.state.nv.us, Terry Wheaton <twheaton@red.nv.gov>, TERALYN THOMPSON
<TLTHOMPSON@red.nv.gov>, Brittany.Miller@asm.state.nv.us, "Ryan, Andrew" <andrew.ryan@asm.state.nv.us>,
Nellie_Moran@cortezmasto.senate.gov
Bcc: Jo Ann Wexler <wexler.ja@gmail.com>, Robert Adler <RobtAdler@gmail.com>, Irma mendez
<centuryhomes90@gmail.com>, Mark Burton <me.burton27@gmail.com>, Mark Burton Jr <mburton@hershlaw.com>, L
Tobin <rhandyman@gmail.com>, Marty Greenblatt <redlex@gmail.com>, Jim Mayfield <jnm@jamesmayfield.com>, Jim Long
<jamesjlong@sent.com>, Allen Weintraub <anthemopinions@gmail.com>, DiceThrow <DiceThrow@aol.com>, FAVIL
THUDJOCK <thudjock1@gmail.com>, Karie <fixituplady@centurylink.net>, Frank & Sandy Lewis
<franklewis@dslextreme.com>, Katheryne Tobin-James <kjames270@gmail.com>, Tara James <tnjames@gmail.com>, Bill &
Liz Breier <eib9550@gmail.com>, marcwoolleyburton@gmail.com, Barry Goldstein <barryvg50@cox.net>, Forrest Fetherof
<forrestf@cox.net>, Sherry Goldstein <froggyg26@gmail.com>, Matt Horween <mattHorween@gmail.com>, Larry Mayer
<Nickee81847@gmail.com>, wodelson <WOdelson@aol.com>, Larry Peterson <aheroicman@gmail.com>, Robert Nusser
<renusser@gmail.com>, William Breier <wb2547@gmail.com>

I am requesting your help to get some investigative assistance, and meaningful access to Nevada's formal complaint
procedures, to address this problem of HOA debt collectors and banks ripping us all off. 

Specifically, the two issues I am raising I also raised in a  letter to the R-J "HOAs, foreclosures, and property rights"
published on 9/18/16.

1. HOA debt collectors use abusive debt collection practices to foreclose for trivial delinquent assessments, and then
unlawfully retain the proceeds of the sales.

2. Banks lie to the court in HOA foreclosure litigation for quiet title so they can foreclose on deeds of trust/mortgages
that they don't actually own  

Can you assist in ensuring that these possibly criminal complaints are addressed by the proper enforcement
authorities?
The NV Real Estate Division and CICC Ombudsman should ensure that HOA foreclosures are compliant with state law,
but they have failed. Enforcement officials have been cowed, co-opted, or corrupted into being completely ineffective at
any enforcement of NRS116, NRS116A, or NAC116, or NAC 116A.

Link to outline of the corruption "HOA debt collectors wield an unlawful level of power"

This systemic problem can't be effectively incorporated in my individual civil action, but must be addressed
statewide.
This email describes a pattern of unjust enrichment and fraudulent concealment that (I have been told) cannot be
addressed in the quiet title litigation I have over my late fiance's house (also described herein) because my case is not a
class action. 

This fraud is larger than last big HOA corruption case where more than 40 were indicted and four died
suspiciously.
This problem involves so much more money than the last HOA corruption scam by Benzar and Nancy Quon manipulating
HOA board elections and channeling construction defect cases to themselves that it should not be ignored by authorities.

I need to know how to get the appropriate enforcement agency staff to talk to me personally and to prioritize
reviewing the investigative research already done.

The scale of this fraud is astounding, but it is so big because it is one way banks are trying to dodge accountability for
creating worthless securities that exist in the aftermath of the 2008 collapse of the mortgage securities market. 
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A lingering consequence of the market crash
Taxpayers bailed out the banks after the crash. The TARP program made banks virtually whole despite their misdeeds.
None of the  investment banker perpetrators went to jail for bringing down the world economy. 

A new twist 
The specific situation here is a new twist on the mortgage servicing fraud, robo-signing problem that led to Nevada's 2011
anti-foreclosure fraud law AB 284 and the 2012 National Mortgage Settlement. Here, the unindicted co-conspiritors that
destroyed the entire housing market a decade ago are trying to cut their losses by getting title to HOA-foreclosed houses
even though they don't actually own the mortgages. 

A bank pretends a debt is owed to it. Actually, the debtor's IOU is to a different bank, perhaps now defunct, and
there is no paper trail  to the bank making the false claims. 
It is very common for houses foreclosed by HOAs - in Nevada and nationwide -  to have mortgages/deeds of trust that
were securitized out of existence - broken up into synthetic derivatives, collateral debt swaps and tranched instruments,
so  esoteric and exotic that the ownership of the note is nearly impossible to accurately ascertain. 

Any unscrupulous bank can step into the void and anoint itself the owner of a debt that belongs to someone else
or belongs no one. And step in, they do!

Banks' attorneys' legal sleight of hand - razzle, dazzle 'em!
The banks, and their extremely high paid and competent, albeit ethically-challenged attorneys, have figured out one way
to foreclose when they had no legal  right to do so and have no legal way of proving who owns the mortgage. Getting
quiet title after an HOA foreclosure is one way they pull this magic trick off. 

Banks reat owner protections as optional, not mandatory
They (meaning either the banks or the banks' attorneys on their own initiative, hard to say given all the smoke and
mirrors) record false affidavits against the title (banned by AB284 in 2011) claiming that the owner of the home owes it a
debt. Further, the bank's Constitutional protections are abridged if the bank loses the owner's home as security for a debt
owed to someone, but the owner's property rights and protections against seizure without due process can be abridged
with impunity.

Silence means compliance - or aquiecense 
Then, probably no one challenges the banks' claim (the owner that lost the house for a trivial debt is usually either dead or
devastated by debt).
The bank then is free to sue the purchaser at the HOA for quiet title. The bank blithely lies to the court, claiming falsely
that it holds the debtor's IOU, i.e., the original note where the debtor promised to pay back the mortgage to the originating
lender. 

Rabbit out of the hat
The court will probably buy the bank's story because the documents produced seem very official and incomprehensible. 

Brilliant, unscrupulous bank! The fraud is not obvious to the naked eye. A forensic examination is needed to discern it.
Further, nobody is around to contradict the bank that's pretending to be owed a debt.The bank can then foreclose on the
property with impunity without ever having to prove that the debt was ever really owed to it.

Meanwhile...nobody knows what escheat means
The HOA debt collectors are rewarded by nobody noticing that they unlawfully keep nearly all of many HOA sale proceeds
for years.  
No worries. 
The bank can't make a claim for the proceeds if the HOA sale extinguishes the security instrument.
And, it's really easy for the debt collector block owners who attempt to make a claim for a portion of the proceeds -- as has
been amply demonstrated iboth n my case and in the Spanish Trail case  in the forwarded email below.
 
The scam works for HOA foreclosures between 2011-2015 before the 2015 law changes.

Who wins when an HOA forecloses on a minuscule debt    - speculators, debt collectors, and fraudulent banks
and attorneys
Speculators-in-the-know have bought almost all of Nevada's HOA foreclosures. These clever guys have gotten huge
windfalls by buying HOA liens for pennies on the dollar virtually without competition from bona fide, arms-length
purchasers. The vulture investor rents the properties they got free and clear for years while the wrongful foreclosure is
litigated. 

Why doesn't the HOA get the profits? Or the HOA membership at large?
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Note: the HOA debt collectors unlawfully get approval for these sales from the HOA Boards in secret meetings so the
HOA homeowners can't buy houses in their own HOA by paying a few bucks to cover delinquent dues. These great deals
are reserved for speculators. All SCA foreclosures have gone to parties who own multiple HOA foreclosures from two to
over 600 house. For example, two Sun City Anthem properties sold in 2014 for under $8,000, and 11 of 12 SCA
foreclosures that year sold for under $100,000. I estimate this averages at less than one-third market value.

Due process for the owner takes a back seat to the HOA debt collectors drive to high-profit foreclosure. 
Real estate speculators bought HOA liens for delinquent assessments in the thousands after the market crash when the
baks wouldn't protect the properties from deterioration causing whole neighborhoods to be blighted. These cognoscenti
bought often, sometimes in bulk,  either directly from the HOA debt collector or at some poorly noticed "public" foreclosure
sale. 

Link to one 2012 speculator's description of how he did it.

Link to UNLV Lied Institute for Real Estate 2017 study , commissioned by Nevada Association of Realtors, documenting
611 HOA foreclosures and the super-priority lien, that shows a cost to the Nevada real estate market exceeding over $1
billion between 2011-2015.

Failure to distribute the proceeds of MANY HOA foreclosures is big bucks for a few financially-conflicted/
ethically challenged HOA debt collectors.
HOA debt collectors win by putting virtually ALL the proceeds of the sales in their attorney trust funds (except the actual
delinquent assessments plus interest and late fees (chump change) that go to the HOA. 

In my case, RRFS kept $57,282 in "excess" proceeds and paid the HOA $2,701.04 as payment in full. What a deal!
Seems like a disproportionate sanction to me, but probably it's in the bottom quartile of all the David Copperfield  RRFS
has conjured up to rip off HOA homeowners further after stealing their houses.

See forwarded email of RRFS holding $1.1 million on one HOA sale. I think the HOA got less than 1% of that
windfall.
In this Spanish Trails case RRFS has been holding a whopping $1.1 million+ since 2014. One question is "Will the 90-
year-old former owner get a fair shake in court to claim those proceeds or will the debt collectors and the banks (and
maybe the judge) postpone until the bank wins by default?

What the law says the forecloser has to do with the sale proceeds
NRS 116.31164(3)(c) (2013) requires that the funds be distributed in a certain order - to pay reasonable foreclosure costs,
pay the HOA delinquent assessments, then pay off liens, last, pay the owner.  The owner only gets something if the sale
extinguished the mortgage.

The debt collector's attorney is not supposed to retain indefinitely the "excess" proceeds. The attorney is supposed to file
a complaint in district court called interpleader and SHALL distribute the funds in the manner defined by NRS, but they
just pretended to do it.

What happens in real life is the debt collectors just keep the money because they haven't gotten caught. 
It's almost a state-sanctioned form of embezzlement.
This windfall is potentially in the tens of millions, and there is a pretty small crew of individuals that do this - HOA debt
collectors with NRS 649 licenses and attorneys who don't need a license and so are even less regulated.

If there is no litigation, no one makes a claim for the proceeds. There is no accounting of the sale proceeds by the
HOA. In fact, the HOA has no record even that a property was foreclosed using the HOA's power of sale or how much the
house was sold for or any accounting. The attorneys and debt collectors tell the HOA -WRONGLY - that it is not the
HOA's money so they effectively block any independent accounting of the proceeds. 

I haven't found any interpleader filed for the court to distribute the proceeds of any of the Sun City Anthem foreclosures
conducted in SCA's name by any of SCA debt collectors, but it's hard to be sure since they withhold, conceal or
misrepresent any records they do have.

If there is litigation, like in this Spanish Trail case, it goes on for years, and 99% of the time the homeowner who lost
the house is not in the case. The court fight is usually just between the bank and the buyer at the sale. The attorneys try to
keep the HOA out of it except for the HOA homeowners to pay the litigation costs. 

A stunning example of why attorney trust funds can't be trusted
Chapter 7 as an easy way to fraudulently abscond with all the proceeds from many HOA sales held indefinitely in attorney
trust funds

TOBIN. 3260

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Wf8FBm--CKPsGwdNDf0rOikpFB_KiRwp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HXUry39TLgbS_GXKFIVK9kacPYW2GfmA/view?usp=sharing
http://hoasuperprioritylien.com/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XQrKIxRCIr-4kZH4Oy2X1GjPz_x_U4As/view?usp=sharing
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The proceeds of these sales can just disappear in a morass of sham LLCs that Nevada is so good at producing while so
poor at regulating. 

SCA hired Alessi & Koenig, LLC after RRFS was fired. 
David Alessi was not licensed to practice law in Nevada but passed himself off as an licensed attorney anyway so A&K
didn't have an NRS 649 debt collection license. 

That was the least of their problems
A&K dissolved the LLC, hid its assets, filed chapter 7 bankruptcy and morphed into HOA Lawyers Group. Alessi only
admitted in the bankruptcy proceedings as retaining $2.9 million after having conducted at least 800 HOA "public"
auctions out of their offices between 2011-2015, 500 of which per David Alessi's deposition, had named A&K as a party to
wrongful foreclosure litigation. They had one racketeering, bid rigging judgment (Melinda Ellis) against them that they
skipped on.

Generally, NV HOA Boards are ill-advised by financially conflicted agents who tell the BODs to  do the wrong
thing. SCA just pays more for it.
Link to the notice about this scam I sent on 1/25/17 that the SCA Board ignored. My reward came when the current SCA
attorney/debt collector ordered me to recuse myself from all SCA collection matters after I was elected to the Board and
prohibited me from accessing any SCA records without his approval.

The banks are far from blameless. Do not give them a free pass.
The banks are usually cheating as well because they are saying that they own the mortgage when they actually don't own
it any more than I do. 

Since it is unlawful for an HOA to foreclose after a bank had issued a notice of default (NRS 116.31162(6), the prime
pickings for HOA foreclosures were frequently ones that the bank did not foreclose on for 2-3 years of non-payment. 
These houses were ripe of HOA foreclosure primarily when the banks couldn't prove they owned the mortgage after
Nevada passed AB 284, its anti-foreclosure fraud law in 2011. So the banks in these HOA foreclosure litigations unfairly
get a second bite of the apple

Catch-22 so the owner always loses and the bank wins
In my case, the homeowner died.  
The HOA sold the house to a Realtor in the listing office after the bank blocked four legitimate sales of the property. 
The bank now claims the HOA sale was valid to get rid of my (the estate's) property rights, but that the HOA sale was not
valid to extinguish the deed of trust the bank is lying about owning.
 
Obviously, the highest priority to fraudulent banks is to get mortgages on their books that had been securitized out of
existence. The proceeds of the HOA sale are second priority.

Two bites of the apple
So the banks in these HOA foreclosure litigations have a chance to get quiet title just by beating the speculator in court so
they can foreclose without meeting the stringent stands of AB 284. Obviously it is much more worth it to those kinds of
fraudulent banks to get mortgages on their books that had been securitized out of existence than to worry about the
proceeds of the HOA sale. 

Bottom line: who gets screwed? Easy --- The HOAs and the homeowners lose 100% of the time.
The HOAs get nothing from a sale but the few assessment dollars they certainly could have gotten easier if they had
taken title by deed in lieu or had offered the property up to their own HOA owners. 

How can it be good business judgment to pay collection costs that are orders of magnitude larger than the
minuscule debts collected?
Instead of the HOA (or some of its owners) getting the windfall of a house with no mortgage, the homeowners get a big,
fat legal bill to pay for the fight between the HOA sale purchaser and the bank for wrongful foreclosure. In SCA's dozen
2014 foreclosures owners have paid, several hundred thousand bucks in attorney fees, settlements, insurance
deductibles, and other costs have accrued to collect because SCA has totally abdicated to the debt collectors and .

How the scam is working even now to screw me out of Bruce's house 
The homeowner, in this case, me, got screwed by losing the house at a surprise sale for a trivial delinquency,  8th
amendment anyone?

What idiot would lose a $400,000 house for a $2,000 debt?

I, for one, would easily have corrected a $2,000 delinquency had I thought, in a million years , that the bank - the
same bank, mind you, that claimed $389,000 was owed to it -- wouldn't stop the HOA from selling the house for
$63,100 when a $358,800 offer from a bona fide purchaser was on the table. 

TOBIN. 3261

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1S03fRtdovb45uP4llht8cYTGPfCBYtXP/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CDw4DdRNxTSpyKXqxBsF2iOjux6qWGZ5/view?usp=sharing
https://www.leagle.com/decision/infdco20180911a64
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uq7bBcgnt6MOib-ggw76WyD2zKx-kQjq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FBAWRrA9VyJX_yTHMl718iSrDT5DVQo0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XlmW7wBbqWl0w9oNYkgCKH64gSG9SzZt/view?usp=sharing
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Oh well...current status of my one little stolen house case
There will be a hearing on March 26 on motions for summary judgment. The trial is set for May 28, 2019.  

Here is a link to a counter-motion I drafted yesterday that I am sure my attorney will choose not to file after because my
draft is focused on the bank's duplicity and not exclusively on the (considerable) statutory deficiencies of the HOA sale per
se. 

However, it shows how the banks' attorneys are trying to use the HOA foreclosure quiet title proceeding to unfairly gain
title to a property when its claim to be owed around $400,000 is provably false.

Abusive collection practices tip the scales against owners, especially dead owners
In this case, the debt collector should have stopped the HOA sale when the bank tendered nine months of assessments,
the super-priority, but instead, it carried on in secret meetings (of which there are no agendas and no minutes) to get the
SCA Board to approve an unnecessary sale without telling me. The debt collectors unlawfully refused the banks' tender of
the super-priority amount twice, and each one should have stopped the HOA sale, but the debt collector never told the
Board what it did. 

Why don't more owners sue after losing their expensive house for a trivial debt?
It's simply a low percentage game. 

It has cost me over $30,000 in attorney fees already and trial isn't until May in this four-year long case. My attorney has
been very generous with reducing fees and looking at my work, but most attorneys won't represent a homeowner because
the chance of recovery is so small and the banks' resources so formidable.

Spanish Trail case - no distribution of $1.1M yet for 90-year-old who lost his house in 2014, but who cares? He'll
be dead soon anyway.
Here's the minutes of the February 5 hearing in the Spanish Trail case that was continued to March 5.
Link to the March 1  minutes of the hearing that inexplicably occurred on March 1  and not March 5.

How this tome started: Forwarded email about Spanish Trail case shows how easy it is to steal when nobody is
looking.
The email I am forwarding was my attempt to articulate the nuances of this scam to my attorney which he probably didn't
read. I don't think he charges me for reading my long descriptions of the systemic deficits and scams because he is
already not billing me for all the time it takes just to deal with trying to get quiet title to Bruce's house, 

Bank attorney boilerplate strategy doesn't mean their fees are less
For the benefit of any potential investigator, the email below demonstrates the exact same legal sleight of hand used in
the Spanish Trail case will be used to try to crush me later this month.

Thank you in advance for any assistance you can provide...and for reading this far!

Nona Tobin    
(702) 465-2199 
Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world; indeed, it's the only thing that ever has. -Margaret Mead 

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Nona Tobin <nonatobin@gmail.com> 
Date: Mon, Feb 25, 2019 at 9:13 AM 
Subject: We can learn a lot from this Spanish trail HOA case 
To: Joe Coppedge <joe@mushlaw.com> 

1. Volunteer SCA Board violated their own CC&RS and sanctioned this owner by authorizing foreclosure in
secret on the advice of counsel.

2. HOA managers/debt collectors/attorneys usurp the HOA power to foreclose for their own unjust
enrichment.

3. Once the foreclosure is over, the attorney tells the HOA Board it's not the association's problem; it's
between the buyer and the bank.

All proceeds of HOA sales must be accounted for by SCA, but the SCA Board has been told that once the
account goes to the debt collector it's not their problem.

TOBIN. 3262

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1S7ERlWgD2qjlxXZ-KlK0EF_qwlfvmjx7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pAgqK5IJDyBa7JzNIg6fpbiRbz4exphc/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lQ2WgPbZYvYyVi2uvr3TtPmVrmGus0mP/view?usp=sharing
mailto:nonatobin@gmail.com
mailto:joe@mushlaw.com
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Attorneys Koch & Scow have held the sale proceeds for four years in both this Spanish Trail case and 2763
without filing for interpleader
....probably collecting the interest, not filing interpleader, and keeping what nobody notices.
This is much more money, RRFS kept $1,168,865 is excess proceeds after the 11/10/14 sale.
It looks just like the RRFS trust fund check to the court for $57,282 excess proceeds check from excess proceeds after
the 8/15/14 sale that Koch & Scow never filed for interpleader. When I attempted to make a claim for those funds in
September 2014, I was rebuffed.

the 2/5/19 Spanish trail hearing is about proceeds from 11/10/14 sale
The owner, not in the case, gets the proceeds if the sale extinguished the loan
Here are the minutes of a 2/5/19 hearing where attorney Akin (not on efile list) was waiting for outcome so his 90-year-old
client (former owner?) could see about the excess proceeds. Continued to 3/5/19. Will Akerman attorney even go to
interpleader or will she let the old owner have it?

Ackerman got Spanish trail sale to be valid, but sale did not extinguish loan
Order granting MSJ to the bank 12/5/18
But the court finds that the HOA could only foreclose on the sub-priority portion of the lien 
This is what Ackerman is trying to do in the 2763 case, only representing a different bank.

Ackerman may be a front for bank fraud like attorneys for the mob
Ackerman got quiet title for Thornberg, the bank who I suspect is fraudulent and claims to have gotten the beneficial
ownership from MERS. This is like 2763 DOT. I say this because in 10/1/11, Nevada legislature passed AB 284 which
made it a felony for to banks to use robo-signers to execute notarized false assignments of mortgages. In this case,  the
owner defaulted in 2011 on the DOT and the HOA filed a NODES in late-2011, why didn't the bank foreclose for over three
years until the HOA sold it in late-2014? 

Bank MSJ: Foreclosure only sub-priority piece is valid
The Ackerman MSJ is what they will be arguing about 2763. Bank made super-priority tender. It was refused.  Sale did not
extinguish the loan because HOA only foreclosed on sub-priority portion. Argues that it doesn't matter if Saticoy is a bona
fide purchaser. Shadow Wood applies as sale was commercially unreasonable and unfair.

Banks were the proximate cause of the delinquency by blocking sales and refusing title by deed in lieu
The fact that both banks tendered the super-priority amount is supported by the RRFS/SCA disclosures, and it is a strong
reason well briefed by Ackerman for protecting the DOT, so we have to show that because BANA and Nationstar were
provably engaged in mortgage fraud, they were complicit in preventing the estate from paying the assessments by
BANA's refusing to close two escrows out of which the HUD-1s show the assessments would have been paid, and by
Nationstar's refusing to close two escrows from bona fide CASH purchasers at market value and not responding to the
$375,000 offer i signed on 8/1/14.

HOA OPPC to bank MSJ
John Leach was SCA's attorney until 2017 when Clarkson took over. His OPPC shows the same attitude SCA has
showed to me. 

The HOA doesn't belong in the case.
RRFS did everything right 
The fight is rightly just between the bank and purchaser in possession
The owner is just a loser, not the HOA's problem

The SCA Board violated its duty to the homeowners by abdicating to self-serving agents 
Here's where our case has to differentiate itself. We have to hold the HOA Board accountable for letting the debt
collector/manager/attorney use the HOA power to foreclose to screw the HOA and ALL the owners. Doing collections and
foreclosures in secret keeps the chance of compliance low, keeps neighbors from helping a neighbor in trouble, or an out
of state executor that doesn't get proper notice from knowing what to do. Not publishing that a house is going to be
foreclosed to the owners prevents any owner from bidding. 

The Board can't wash its hands. It's wrong for them to blindly listen only to RRFS without having to listen to the owner.
FSR/RRFS set the owner up to get the property into foreclosure for way more ways to make money than just charging
usurious fees.  

Undisputed facts about how SCA Board did as they were told but it was wrong 
The volunteer Directors have been tricked by self-serving agents into doing what the agents say they HAVE TO DO. 

In this case, the Board was handling collections and foreclosures such that it made money for the agents, but were
actually against the law or SCA governing docs: Here is a link to emails where the former Board President told me how

TOBIN. 3263

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eFoNR-E66qmkhzswaOOIWGTs8XioafCi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tfq9zQ6JFh5oqwsl1Mb10k_SZdEQauLz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pAgqK5IJDyBa7JzNIg6fpbiRbz4exphc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vz-juo1Xdn35iXdaC0IPAVmX4CV_W0N6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OrGK3UqtvCRmoSM1o7pfxabX3Di09-t6/view?usp=sharinghttps://drive.google.com/file/d/1OrGK3UqtvCRmoSM1o7pfxabX3Di09-t6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bG-CtWLPGghym6yApZKIcbC8vAQcnZYX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FX-_8NAiofXEvtI-XkrAD0Sia_AdqaZX/view?usp=sharing
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the Board handled foreclosures in 2014 - all in closed BOD meetings under RRFS control.

1. Give complete control over collections to the manager/debt collector of accounting with no checks and balances
or any need to ever hear from the owner affected.

2. Keep everything strictly confidential and 
3. trust that the manager and debt collector are doing it right
4. Allow the manager to report after an account was sent to collections and never check what fees were charged or

what the circumstances might be, like the owner died and it was in escrow
5. assume that since the debt collector said they gave a notice and no owner ever filed an appeal, that everything

is fine
6. Make all decisions in executive session without specifying the name of the party or the proposed sanction
7. Do not publish the quarterly delinquency report required by the bylaws even though that's how delinquent taxes

are publicly reported
8. Adopt a fee schedule but do not give it to the homeowner who is subjected to them and don't audit anything that

RRFS charges to see if it's right
9. Listen only to the debt collector and never tell the owner when decisions are being made to sanction them

10. Do not put specifically on the agenda or give the owner any requested minutes from BOD meetings in executive
session where actions about the owner were decided:

·       when the debt collector said that the owner requested a waiver of $459 and the owner was not
permitted to be present why the debt collector said that the BOD could only waive assessments, late
fees and interest, but could not waive the collection fees
·       when a pay plan was offered, considered or rejected
·       when it decided to post the property for sale, or
·       when the BOD was asked to postpone or cancel the sale, or
·       was told what the date of the sale was to be, or 
·       was told that the foreclosure occurred ·       the BOD discussed the owner’s delinquency and
possible sanctions,

11. when the BOD was told of the possible alternatives to aggressive collections, such as a deed in lieu,
wait to collect out of escrow without charging or unnecessary collection charges, small claims, accept
the bank’s tender of the super-priority and restart the clock on what the owner owes,

12. Adopt a policy and procedure that defines how the governing documents will be enforced providing specific due
process steps, but carve out an exception for predatory collections and foreclosure, the harshest of all penalties,
and do that in secret, don't tell the owner that you did it, make any appeal without litigation impossible and then
treat the owner like a criminal if she tries to get the stolen house back.

Legal theory for the Board's authority and why it can't be delegated or agents be unsupervised.

The Association exists to protect the owners' common good. 
The Association is not the Board; it is the membership at large.
The Board has the sole power to act.
Agents can advise, not direct.
Board's fiduciary duty is act solely and exclusively for the association's, i.e., all owners' benefit. 
The Board owes no duty to its agents.
The agents have no rights, only duties, to the Association, i.e., agents have fiduciary duty to protect the due process rights
of the owners.

Our case is unique in arguing violations of due process guaranteed by NRS 116.310313 and NRS 116.31085, SCA
CC&Rs 7.4.

This is not the way the agents act and it's not the way they have trained the Board to act, but it's the way the law
and the governing documents say it is. 

1. The BOD has authority to maintain the common areas and other services funded by assessments.
2. The Board has the authority to determine the amount of the assessments needed to cover the maintenance and

protection of the common areas.
3. The HOA is a mutual benefit, non-profit entity which exists solely for the purpose of maintaining the property

values and quality of life in the community.
4. The directors, attorneys and managing agents are all fiduciaries by law and they must act in good faith in a

manner which is solely and exclusively in the best interest of the association and use good business judgment.
5. The Board has the sole responsibility for adopting an annual budget to fund maintaining the common areas and

programs and activities to support the community life.  
6. SCA bylaws 3.18a,b,e,f,g,i /3.20 prohibit the Board from delegating and abdicating control over any of SCA's

money: budgeting, levying and collecting assessments, setting up the bank accounts where the money collected
TOBIN. 3264

https://www.leg.state.nv.us/NRS/NRS-116.html#NRS116Sec31031
https://www.leg.state.nv.us/NRS/NRS-116.html#NRS116Sec31085
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BltOjqRLSmIl9Mvwqad1RIRN_CcIYymT/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mLMmr7pnovl6FNKt5NuwsUpoVsJkrBPr/view?usp=sharing
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goes, controlling the signatories, setting up the use rules and restrictions and enforcing them 
7. The Board is the sole authority on the enforcement of the governing documents.
8. While managing agents and attorneys can advise and implement, the Board alone is the decider.
9. NRS 116 and NRS 116A (for managing agents) has provisions which specifically define the authority and limits

constraining the Board before it can sanction owners for alleged violations 
10. See the Table of Authorities. 

Nona Tobin    
(702) 465-2199 
Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world; indeed, it's the only thing that ever has. -Margaret Mead 

TOBIN. 3265

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oSb6Efad75L318QiaGBV_6MIOU_Wil_L/view?usp=sharing


SCA Strong
Owners should ALWAYS come �rst!

A Duel to the Death

A Simple Fable: Jimijack and Nationstar weaponize
settlement

TOBIN. 3266

https://scastrong.com/


The Scheme

In April, 2019, conspirators Joseph Hong and Melanie Morgan covertly devised a
scheme to “resolve all parties’ claims” for the title of 2763 White Sage!

Hong & Morgan didn’t warn Nona Tobin

Hong & Morgan’s Slick Scheme:

A duel between Jimijack and Nationstar
TOBIN. 3267



Back-to-back.

Pistols raised. 

Count 10 paces.

They turn.

Both shoot Nona Tobin.

Hong & Morgan declare the winner!

TOBIN. 3268



On 4/23/19, Joseph Hong & Melanie Morgan reported to Judge Kishner that the
Jimijack & Nationstar had settled the dispute over who gets the $500,000 house
Nona Tobin inherited.

TOBIN. 3269



Hint: It’s not Nona.

Judge Kishner blessed the deal!

“Your work is done, Your Honor.

Jimijack and Nationstar have agreed.

Joel Stokes gets the title.

By the way, Nona Tobin is dead.”

— Joseph Hong & Melanie Morgan, ex parte on 4/23/19

TOBIN. 3270
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 nonatobin March 18, 2021 attorney malpractice, Elder abuse, Ethics, Fraud on the Court
allegory, Joseph Hong #5995, Melanie Morgan #8215
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2020 Court hearings Part 1
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August 11, 2020 hearing before Judge Susan Johnson

12/3/20 NODP notice of dismissal with
prejudice

12/3/20 order is being appealed in NV Supreme court case
82294

8/11/20 hearing on Red Rock's motion to dismiss Tobin complaint per re8/11/20 hearing on Red Rock's motion to dismiss Tobin complaint per re……

TOBIN. 3273

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cOMqABZm-us1zQDFtJspJSNVJO5YPXUz/view?usp=sharing
http://caseinfo.nvsupremecourt.us/public/caseView.do?csIID=60636
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pAbEQ8hHayc


8/7/19 Nona Tobin’s A-19-799890-C Complaint

8/13/ 19 Nona Tobin’s �led Notice of Lis Pendens

TOBIN. 3274

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AHthbsbZfo9Ibx5Zwp_AlldvOuXGTFn8/view?usp=sharing
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Three Recorded Lis Pendens that Judge Johnson
expunged by 12/3/20 order

“Said cancellation has the same e�ect as an expungement of the original
order”

201908140003084 8/14/19 15:16 LIS PENDENS

201908140003083 8/14/19 15:16 LIS PENDENS

201908080002097 8/8/19 16:00 LIS PENDENS

6/3/20 Nona Tobin’s 1st Amended Complaint

7/20/20 Nona Tobin’s opposition to motion to dismiss
and joinders

Red Rock’s motion to dismiss was joined by all
defendants

6/23/20 Red Rock Financial Services motion to dismiss Nona Tobin’s claims
pursuant to NRCP (b)(5) (failure to state a claim, non-mutual claims preclusion,

— Judge Johnson’s way of giving Joel Stokes, Sandra Stokes, Jimijack Irrevocable

Trust, Brian Chiesi, Quicken Loans, Inc., a get-out-of-jail-free card by erasing

the property record that shows they all recorded title claims adverse to Nona

Tobin while three of her lis pendens were on record.
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res judicata) and NRCP (b)(6) (failure to join the HOA as a necessary party
pursuant to Rule 19 “to protect its interest in the excess proceeds”)

8/3/20 Red Rock Reply in support of its motion to dismiss

Red Rock’s motion to dismiss was joined by all
defendants even though ALL the attorneys knew what
they were saying was false.

Joseph Hong’s joinder and motion to sanction Nona
Tobin for �ling the complaint misled Judge Johnson
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6/25/20 Joinder Joel A Stokes, Joel A Stokes & Sandra f. Stokes, and Jimijack
Irrevocable Trust, Jimijack Irrevocable Trust

 8/3/20 RIS annotated Hong reply to support motion to dismiss and motion to
sanction Tobin per EDCR 7.60 (1) &/or (3)

8/3/20 RIS Hong

9/6/20 OGM Judge Johnson’s sua sponte order to
sanction me per EDCR 7.60

9/6/20 Order to sanction annotated

order granting Hong $3,455 as EDCR 7.60 sanction Hong’s EDCR 7.60 (1) and/or
(3) $3,455 sanction for �ling my A-19-798990-C complaint is being appealed in
NV Supreme Court case 82094

6/25/20 Joinder Nationstar Mortgage LLC

Nationstar is judicially estopped from claiming it ever was the bene�cial owner of
the Hansen deed of trust
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Link to “Nationstar Mortgage’s Fraud“

7/6/20 Joinder Quicken Loans, Inc., Brian & Debora
Chiesi

7/6/20 RFJN Quicken Chiesi   Request for Judicial Notice
was duplicitous    

 7/6/20 RFJN pages 1-4 lists the documents Brittany Wood requested the court

notice. Brittany Wood’s complicity with the fraud will be addressed in the next

episode.

 

8/11/20 court reporter’s transcript

8/11/20 minutes
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Clark County Property Record APN
191-13-811-052 2003-2021

2003 Recorded documents

2004 Recorded documents

2007 Recorded documents

2008 Recorded documents

2012 Recorded documents

2013 Recorded documents

2014 Recorded documents

2015 Recorded documents
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2016 Recorded documents

2017 Recorded documents

2019 Recorded documents

2020 Recorded documents

2021 Recorded documents
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Complaint Against Melanie Morgan

I, Nona Tobin under penalty of perjury, states as follows: I have personal knowledge

of the facts stated herein, except for those facts stated to be upon information and

belief. If called to do so, I would truthfully and competently testify to the facts stated

herein, except those facts stated to be based upon information and belief. I make this

declaration in support of a third-party complaint in case A-21-828840-C.

1. Upon information and belief, Melanie Morgan conspired with Joseph Hong to

make a covert deal, characterized it fraudulently as a Nationstar-Jimijack

agreement that settled all parties’ claims in order to steal 2763 White Sage from

me without adjudication. See 4/23/19 transcript, 4/25/19 transcript, and 5/21/19

transcript.

2. See 5/23/19 AGREE annotated recorded document (instrument number

201905230003531) that was allegedly the Jimijack-Nationstar deal but was

actually a $355,000 payment to Joel Stokes by Civic Finacial Services,

masquerading as a deed of trust securing a property no court had ruled Joel

Stokes owned.

3. Melanie Morgan conspired with Joseph Hong to serve notice that the 4/23/19

hearing on Nationstar’s motion for summary judgment vs. Jimijack was

continued to 5/7/19, but Hong and Morgan somehow knew to go to the “hearing”

anyway to make egregious misrepresentations of the facts, my standing as an

individual party and the law to the Judge Kishner.  Their duplicity was successful.

My pro se motions for summary judgment against Jimijack, and against

Nationstar and other cross-defendants were stricken unheard. See 4/23/19

minutes, transcript and VIDEO. See 963-page EX PARTE STRICKEN exhibit of the

unduplicated motions, oppositions and documentary evidence that was stricken

by bench order at the 4/23/19 ex parte hearing allegedly because I �led them as a
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pro se before my attorney had �led a motion to withdraw, but actually because

Judge Kishner acted on Melanie Morgan’s and Joseph Hong’s lies.

4. Upon information and belief, Melanie Morgan and other attorneys from Akerman

and Wright Finley Zak �led multiple documents that included the false claim that

Nationstar was the bene�cial owner of the disputed Hansen deed of trust and had

authority without any basis in fact or law to release the lien of the Hansen deed of

trust on 6/3/19, two days before trial, substitute trustee and reconvey the

property to Joel Stokes rather than to the estate of the deceased borrower. See

6/3/19 annotated SUB/RECONVEY that was recorded as instrument

201906030001599. See NSM 001-063 RECORDED FRAUD exhibit.

5. Melanie Morgan and/or Donna Wittig, of Akerman LLP for Nationstar Mortgage

LLC and/or dba Mr. Cooper conspired with, and/or acted in concert with, Joseph

Hong for Joel A. Stokes, Joel & Sandra Stokes as trustees for Jimijack Irrevocable

Trust, and Jimijack Irrevocable Trust; Brittany Wood of Maurice Wood for Brian

and Debora Chiesi and (maybe) for Quicken Loans LLC and/or Inc.; and with

David Ochoa of Lipson Neilson for Sun City Anthem and/or with Brody Wight

and/or Steven Scow for Red Rock Financial Services, a partnership (EIN 88-

058132) for, upon information and belief, the corrupt purpose of uniformly

concealing and misrepresenting material facts to the court in the same manner.

6. Their actions to gang up on me resulted in the obstruction of any possible fair

adjudication of my claims and have prevented ANY judicial scrutiny of the

evidence I possess that would be fatal to their clients’ cases. 

7. See  “Nationstar evidence was not examined” 7-page exhibit that analyzes line

by line Nationstar’s NRCP 16.1 4  supplemental disclosures, served on 3/12/19,

two weeks after the end of discovery in A-15-720032-C.

8. Akerman Attorneys know, or have access to information that they reasonably

should know, that Nationstar’s false and con�icting �led and recorded claims

judicially estopped Nationstar from claiming to own now, or to ever have owned,

the disputed Hansen deed of trust. See 1/11/16 complaint, 6/2/16 AACC counter-

claim vs. Jimijack, 12/1/14 recorded claim, 3/8/19 recission of the 12/1/14 claim,

3/8/19 assignment, 2/28/19 response to #7 interrogatory, 6/3/19 reconveyance.

9. Upon information and belief, Steven Scow has conspired with attorneys from

Akerman LLP, Wright, Finley, Zak LLP to conceal Nationstar’s criminal acts of

recording false claims to title (NRS 205.377, NRS 207.360) while they conealed

Red rock’s rejection of SCA 302, and support them in their fraudulent claims with

th
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the quid pro quo being that Koch & Scow gets to keep more of the undistributed

proceeds for keeping the devil’s bargain with Nationstar and other lenders.

“210116 We can learn a lot from this Spanish Trail HOA case” 

10. Akerman attorneys know that the disclosures served into A-15-720032-C contain

false evidence and that the responses to my interrogatories and requests for

documents were duplicitous.

11. Akerman attorneys know that Nationstar was not complaint with NRS 38.310 and

therefore Judge Kishner did not have jurisdiction pursuant to NRS 38.310(2) to

provide either Akerman’s or Hong’s clients their requested relief, but Melanie

Morgan pursuaded Judge Kishner that she had to strike my 4/9/19 NTOC notice of

completion of mediation from the record unheard since I was the only one, in

both my capacities to complete mediation.

12. Judge Kishner persisted in the delusion that I wasn’t a party and so she refused to

hear my 7/26/19 NOTC.

13. Brody Wight knowingly �led a motion to dismiss that was not supported by facts

or law to cover up the crimes of his law �rm and its clients.

14. Akerman and Wright Finley Zak attorneys know that Red Rock Financial Services

conducted an unfair, unnoticed and fraudulent sale and provided false evidence

(RRFS 001-425) that was further falsi�ed by Sun City Anthem attorneys David

Ochoa and/or Adam Clarkson and/or John Aylor in SCA 176-643) to cover it up.

15. All attorneys for Nationstar, for Sun City Anthem, Red Rock Financial Services,

and their �nancially-con�icted errors & omissions insurance policy carrier,

concealed or withheld documents , falsi�ed evidence, �led court documents rife

with deception,  for the corrupt purpose of evading detection of the true facts of

how the disputed HOA sale was conducted, where the money came from and

where the money went. See A-19-799890-C complaint that was dismissed

unheard by Judge Susan Johnson of the grounds of res judicata by 12/3/20 order of

dismissal with prejudice. See “TOC TOBIN 4 APPEALS 12-pages” to understand

how successful their conspiracy has been in obstructing ALL judicial scrutiny of

the evidence

16. Akerman and Wright Finley Zak attorneys for Nationstar know that Nationstar

negotiator Veronica Duran’s 5/28/14 Equator message to Craig Leidy saying she

was authorized to o�er $1100 to the HOA to close the 5/14/14 www.auction.com

$367,500 sale to MZK Properties was disclosed as  (SCA 302) but did not

acknowledge it. 
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17.  Melanie Morgan, and the other Akerman attorneys, knew that the Equator

records that they refused to provide in discovery, and that Forrest Barbee,

Berkshire Hathaway broker under contract with me from 2/20/14 to 10/31/14,

helped them conceal, would have been additional proof that in 2014 servicing

bank Nationstar refused to identify the bene�ciary, refused to close escrow on the

5/8/14 auction.com sale to MZK properties.

18. Melanie Morgan, and the other Akerman attorneys, knew that Nationstar didn’t

begin lying about being owed the $389,000 balance on the Hansen deed of trust

until 12/1/14, over three months after the sale, and that if the HOA sale was valid

to extinguish the interest of the estate of the deceased borrower, that it also

extinguished the deed of trust. Nevertheless, she persisted in fabricating standing

for Nationstar that did not exist in fact or in law.

19. Melanie Morgan tricked the court into letting her and Hong settle out of court

without either Plainti� Nationstar or Jimijack presenting a case or going to trial.

See 3/14/19 Complaint to the Nevada Attorney General,  11/10/20 Complaint to the

Nevada Attorney General, and the linked tables of contents of exhibits to both.

20. Akerman and Wright Finley Zak attorneys concealed all of the Equator records

and other mortgage-servicing and broker �les to which I am entitled and which I

requested in discovery that would have shown the exact nature of Nationstar’s

agents, employees, and/or attorneys’ communications with Red Rock about the

HOA sale, and how the $1100 Nationstar o�er was rejected. (2/21/19 RESP to

RFDs) See also NSM’s 2/21/19 RESP 2 ROGs.

21. Akerman and Wright Finley Zak attorneys concealed the $1100 o�er from

Nationstar rejected by Red Rock and mysteriously never claimed it as a

justi�cation for voiding the sale.

22. Akerman and Wright Finley Zak attorneys knowingly and repeatedly made the

false claim that Red Rock’s 5/9/13 covert rejection of $825 tendered by Bank of

America’s attorney, Rock K. Jung, then an attorney with Miles, Bauer, Bergstrom

& Winters, LLP, but currently with Wright, Finley, Zak, LLP, was grounds for

voiding the sale only insofar as protecting the security interest Nationstar was

pretending to own, but was not grounds for protecting the ownership interest of

the deceased borrower. See

23. SCA attorney Ochoa claimed in his 8/9/19 AFFD for attorney fees (page 35 of 53)

that he prepared RFDs, ROGs, and RFAs for NSM on 8/8/18, but no SCA to NSM
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RFDs, ROGs, or RFAs were served on the parties, and no NSM RESP to SCA ROGs,

RFDs, or RFAs were ever served through the NVe�le system.

24. SCA/RRFS/NSM concealed in discovery the 3/28/14 RRFS pay o� demand to

Chicago Title which on page 6 includes a $400 fee waiver approved by the HOA

Board at its 3/27/19 meeting that Leidy did request.

25. SCA concealed in discovery the requested board minutes where the HOA sale was

approved, because there are no minutes of any meeting at which the sale was

approved. SCA lied about the minutes being contained in SCA 644-654 in its

2/26/19 RESP to RFDs (page 7, response 7), line 10). See also 2/28/19 RESP ROGs

26. SCA 315 claims that the sale was approved as item R-05-120513 at the 12/5/13

HOA Board meeting is false and deliberately deceptive.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Nevada that the

foregoing is true and correct.

Dated this 21st day of March 2021.

 Nona Tobin March 21, 2021 attorney malpractice, Ethics, Fraud on the Court Melanie
Morgan #8215, Under Oath

/ / /
/

/
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Complaint to the Nevada Mortgage
Lending Division

Table of contents of 12/16/20 complaint

Complaint with 692 pages of exhibits

MLD Rejection of the complaint
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The State Bar of Nevada doesn’t think it’s their job either
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SCA Strong
Owners should ALWAYS come �rst!

Complaint vs. Brittany Wood

Link to 2020 court hearings Part 1

Link to 2/16/21 online complaint receipt to the Nevada Bar vs. Brittany Wood

Link to Complaint OBC21-0187 vs. Brittany Wood

Why did Quicken secure a loan with a house thaWhy did Quicken secure a loan with a house tha……
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O�ce of Bar Counsel stated this complaint must be
handled by a judge

Link to 3/4/21 rejection letter

Implicated Nevada Rules of Professional Conduct
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NRPC 3.1

Rule 3.1.  Meritorious Claims and Contentions.  A lawyer shall not bring or defend

a proceeding, or assert or controvert an issue therein, unless there is a basis in law

and fact for doing so that is not frivolous, which includes a good faith argument for

an extension, modi�cation or reversal of existing law.

Brittany Wood �led these unwarranted, meritless motions, joinders, and requests

into A-19-799890-C to unfairly get Nona Tobin’s claims dismissed with prejudice

for no proper purpose as to her clients had a simple remedy of making a title

insurance claim.

7/6/20 JMOT Quicken Chiesi    
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7/6/20 RFJN Quicken Chiesi       

 7/6/20 RFJN pages 1-4 is the exhibit list of documents in the Chiesi/Quicken request

for judicial notice

8/3/20 RPLY Chiesi Quicken

Chiesi/Quicken wrongly prevailed by 12/3/20 NODP
notice of dismissal with prejudice   that expunged three
lis pendens to cover up that her clients were not bona
�de purchasers nor innocent third parties
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Link to NRS 111.180
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NRS 111.180  Bona �de purchaser: Conveyance not deemed fraudulent in favor of

bona �de purchaser unless subsequent purchaser had actual knowledge,

constructive notice or reasonable cause to know of fraud.

      1.  Any purchaser who purchases an estate or interest in any real property in

good faith and for valuable consideration and who does not have actual knowledge,

constructive notice of, or reasonable cause to know that there exists a defect in, or

adverse rights, title or interest to, the real property is a bona �de purchaser.

      2.  No conveyance of an estate or interest in real property, or charge upon real

property, shall be deemed fraudulent in favor of a bona �de purchaser unless it

appears that the subsequent purchaser in such conveyance, or person to be bene�ted

by such charge, had actual knowledge, constructive notice or reasonable cause to

know of the fraud intended.

Link to NRS 14.017

NRS 14.017  Notice of pendency of actions a�ecting real property:
Transferability of property after withdrawal or cancellation.

      1.  Upon the withdrawal of a notice of the pendency of an action
a�ecting real property, or upon the recordation of a certi�ed copy of a
court order for the cancellation of a notice of the pendency of such an

action with the recorder of the county in which the notice was recorded,
each person who thereafter acquires an interest in the property as a

purchaser, transferee, mortgagee or other encumbrancer for a valuable
consideration, except a party to the action who is not designated by a
�ctitious name at the time of the withdrawal or order of cancellation,

shall be deemed to be without knowledge of the action or of any matter,
claim or allegation contained therein, irrespective of whether the person
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has or at any time had actual knowledge of the action or of any matter,
claim or allegation contained therein.

      2.  The purpose of this section is to provide for the absolute and
complete transferability of real property after the withdrawal or
cancellation of a notice of the pendency of an action a�ecting the

property.

      (Added to NRS by 1987, 637)

Brittany Wood knows that no claims in prior proceedings
were fairly adjudicated

NSM and Jimijack prevailed without adjudication

Nationstar claims and dispositions (260 pages of �led documents – 1/11/16 COMP,

6/2/16 AACC, 3/25/19 RCCM, 2/20/19 NTSO, 3/12/19 ANEO, and 5/31/19 SODW)

Nationstar prevailed without proof (29 pages links/screenshots)

Nationstar’s evidence was never examined (7 pages linked analysis of 3/12/19 4

supplemental list of disclosures)

Brittany Wood would also have seen, if she had looked, that nobody’s claims were

adjudicated fairly in the prior proceedings, i.e., Nationstar never put on a case, never

went to trial and prevailed despite dismissing all its claims without adjudication.

Jimijack claims dispositions (21 pages �led documents )

— NRS 14.017

th
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Tobin claims dispositions TOC (9 pages links/screenshots)

Tobin vs. Jimijack (59 pages �led documents 2/1/17 AACC, 3/13/17 RCCM, 6/24/19

NEFF)

Tobin vs. Lee (45 pages �led documents 2/1/17 CRCM, 3/13/17 XCAN, 6/24/19 NEFF)

Ex parte meeting with Judge Kishner resulted in Nona Tobin’s
dispositive motions not being heard

STRICKEN SUA SPONTE BY BENCH ORDERS AT 4/23/19 EX PARTE HEARING

1. 4/9/19 Tobin/Hansen Trust Notice of completion of mediation

2. 4/9/19Tobin Notice of appearance to return to Pro Se status

3. 4/10/19 Tobin Opposition to Nationstar’s motion for summary judgment against

Jimijack and countermotion for summary judgment

4. 4/12/19 19 Tobin notice of appearance to return to Pro Se status as an individual

(duplicate �led in error)

5. 4/12/19 Tobin/Hansen Trust Notice of completion of mediation (duplicate �led in

error)

6. 4/12/19 Tobin OPPC vs Nationstar and Jimijack (duplicate �led in error)

7. 4/17/19 Tobin reply to support joinder to Nationstar motion for summary

judgment

4/23/19 bench orders were not formalized until 11/22/19 order was entered �ve

months after the trial I was excluded from:

Because she is not a party to the case, all documents �led with this Court
by Nona Tobin as an individual, are rogue documents and are stricken

from the record. This includes both the Motion to Dismiss and Motion for
New Trial (and all oppositions or replies) and the Notice of Lis Pendens.
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Judge Kishner also refused to hear or consider Nona Tobin’s post-trial Pro Se

motions that were stricken by granting improper motions by Joseph Hong (8/7/19

RESP/MSTR/MAFC) for counter- defendants and David Ochoa for cross- defendant

HOA (8/8/19 RESP/JMOT) at the 9/3/19 hearing

1. 7/22/19 MNTR motion for a new trial per NRCP 54(b) and NRCP 59(a)(1)(A)(B)(C)

(F)

2. 7/29/19 MTD Tobin Pro Se motion to dismiss Judge Kishner’s order granting

quiet title to Jimijack for lack of jurisdiction per NRS 38.310(2)

3. 8/7/19 NOLP 39-page Notice of Lis Pendens of case not in Judge Kishner’s court

expunged from the property record by Judge Kishner granting the motion to

strike by the HOA that had no adverse claim to Tobin for the title

4. 8/26/19 FFCO Tobin Pro Se proposed �ndings of fact and order to grant Tobin

motion to dismiss for lack of jurisdiction

5. 8/8/19 LISP 7-page recorded Lis Pendens was expunged by 11/22/19 order

although to do so was outside of Judge Kishner’s jurisdiction

Brittany Wood knows that her co-conspirators prevailed
by deceit

Brittany Wood knows that the Nationstar-Jimijack
settlement was fraudulent

— Page 4, paragraph 3, 11/22/19 post-trial order that formalized Judge Kishner’s

4/23/19 ex parte bench orders to strike Nona Tobin’s pro se �lings from the

record
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Rule 3.4.  Fairness to Opposing Party and Counsel.  A lawyer shall not:       (a) 

Unlawfully obstruct another party’s access to evidence or unlawfully alter, destroy

or conceal a document or other material having potential evidentiary value.

Brittany Wood did not explain how her clients would have been prejudiced if Nona

Tobin’s claims had been heard on their merits, and yet she took aggressive actions,

including gross misrepresentations of the property record, the court record, and the

law and ensure that ALL Nona Tobin’s claims, even those to which her clients held

no interest, were dismissed with prejudice and ALL her evidence suppressed.

Brittany Wood suppressed the preliminary title report
and proof of title insurance

Link to 2/7/20 emails of Nona Tobin’s frustrated attempts to get the preliminary
title report.

Wood misrepresented the property record to
obscure her clients’ wrongdoing at Nona
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Tobin’s expense

Link to RFJN Clark County o�cial property record for APN: 191-13-811-052

Wood concealed all property records related to the
fraudulent actions dispute between Nona Tobin accused
Nationstar and Joel Stokes

She deliberately excluded from the 7/6/20 Request for Judicial Notice ALL of the

assignments related to the Hansen deed of trust that are germane to Tobin’s case

against Nationstar and Joel Stokes.

4/22/04 Hansen deed of trust assignments are all disputed and none were included

in Wood’s request for judicial notice

4/12/12 ASSIGN MERS to BANA by BANA

9/9/14 ASSIGN BANA to Wells Fargo by BANA

12/1/14 ASSIGN BANA to Nationstar by Nationstar

3/8/19 RESCIND 12/1/14 BANA to Nationstar by Nationstar

3/8/19 ASSIGN Wells Fargo to Nationstar by Nationstar

6/3/19 RECONVEY Hansen DOT to Joel Stokes – not to Nona Tobin, the personal

representative of the borrower’s estate – by Nationstar

Brittany Wood knew that Jimijack’s deed was void

6/9/15 DEED Jimijack defective VOID deed was in Wood’s Exhibit 7 even though

Brittany Wood knew that Jimijack’s deed had no legal capacity to hold or transfer
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title was inadmissible per NRS 111.345 and that all subsequent transfers were also

void

Link to 1/17/17 Tobin DECL declaration re Jimijack’s defective deed

Brittany Wood knew that Jimijack’s 5/1/19 transfer of
title was void as Jimijack had no valid interest to convey

5/1/19 DEED fraudulent conveyance of title from Jimijack to Joel Stokes �ve weeks

bfore the trial to evade detection by Judge Kishner that both the Hansen Trust’s

8/27/08 deed or Nona Tobin’s 3/28/17 deed were superior to Jimijack’s deed for

which no notary record exists.
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Jimijack to Joel Stokes deed was recorded �ve weeks before the trial and without

Judge Kishner ever admitting it into evidence despite NRS 111.345, but it is in Wood’s

Exhibit 15.

Brittany Wood knowingly misrepresented Nona Tobin’s
deed as”a wild deed outside the chain of title.”
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Wood deliberately damage Nona Tobin, and obstructed her case from being heard,

by misrepresent the 3/28/17 recorded deed, as an individual, to falsely represent to

the court that this deed was inadequate to give Nona Tobin standing to pursue an

NRS 40.010 claim.

Why then falsely claim that I had recorded a wild deed? (7/6/20 JMOT, page 6)

Nona’s authority to close the Gordon B. Hansen Trust and execute a deed to transfer

its sole asset to the sole remaining bene�ciary has been uncontradicted in the Clark

County o�cial property record since 2017.

Brittany Wood advocated vigorously for the preposterous argument that Nona was

in privity with herself as trustee of a trust that was closed in 2017 as if there was only

one element to claims preclusion and not four.

Brittany Wood assiduously ignored Jimijack’s obviously defective deed because she

knew that the Chiesi deed is the fruit of the poison Jimijack deed tree.
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Brittany Wood condoned the covert transfer of Jimijack’s defective deed to non-

party Joel A. Stokes before the trial solely because she knew that Jimijack’s deed was

void and that all subsequent transfers were void.

Jimijack’s 6/9/15 deed is void. Joel Stokes’ 5/1/19 deed is
void. Wood’s clients’ 12/27/19 deed is also void

12/27/19 DEED Joel A. Stokes to Brian and Debora Chiesi

Implicated Statutes Fraudulent Conveyances
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NRS 205.330  Fraudulent conveyances.  Every person who shall be a party to any

fraudulent conveyance of any lands, tenements or hereditaments, goods or chattels,

or any right or interest issuing out of the same, or to any bond, suit, judgment or

execution, contract or conveyance, had, made or contrived with intent to deceive

and defraud others, or to defeat, hinder or delay creditors or others of their just

debts, damages or demands; or who, being a party as aforesaid, at any time shall

wittingly and willingly put in use, avow, maintain, justify or defend the same, or any

of them, as true and done, had, or made in good faith, or upon good consideration,

or shall alien, assign or sell any of the lands, tenements, hereditaments, goods,

chattels or other things before mentioned, conveyed to him or her as aforesaid, or

any part thereof, is guilty of a gross misdemeanor.

NRS 205.360  Knowingly receiving fraudulent conveyance.  Every person who

shall receive any property or conveyance thereof from another, knowing that the

same is transferred or delivered in violation of, or with the intent to violate, any

provision of NRS 205.345, 205.350 and 205.355, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

 

NRS 111.175  Conveyances made to defraud prior or subsequent purchasers are

void.  Every conveyance of any estate, or interest in lands, or the rents and pro�ts

of lands, and every charge upon lands, or upon the rents and pro�ts thereof, made

and created with the intent to defraud prior or subsequent purchasers for a valuable

consideration of the same lands, rents or pro�ts, as against such purchasers, shall

be void.

Berge v. Fredericks, 95 Nev. 183, 186 (Nev. 1979) (“However, a party claiming title to

the land by a subsequent conveyance must show that the purchase was made in good

faith, for a valuable consideration; and that the conveyance of the legal title was

received before notice of any equities of the prior grantee.”)

“In cases of this kind it is seldom, if ever, possible to prove fraudulent intent by

direct evidence, hence it is necessary to resort to circumstantial evidence. Badges of

fraud are in�nite in number and form. 27 C.J. 483, 822.” S.G. R. Bank v. Milisich, 48

Nev. 373, 376-77 (Nev. 1925)
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Badges of fraud

Link to Stay Clear of Fraudulent Transfer Badges

Excerpt from Dec 17, 2018 Post by AssetProtectionAttorneys

A transfer is considered fraudulent if made with actual intent to hinder, delay, or

defraud any creditor of the debtor. There’s no bright-line rule here. A judge looks for

indicia or “badges” of fraudulent intent. A judge has broad discretion in determining

whether the presence of one or more badges indicates a transfer was fraudulent.

Webinar Rebroadcast: Avoiding the Badges of Fraudulent Transfers

Furthermore, the standard of proof that must be met to indicate fraudulent intent is

not the “beyond a shadow of a reasonable doubt” standard of criminal trials. But

rather it is the less rigorous “preponderance of evidence” standard of civil litigation.

The potential badges you should avoid include:

1. The transfer or obligation to an insider:

This may, or may not, be a factor in determining whether there was a fraudulent

transfer. For example, it’s common business practice for someone to transfer

personal property to a business they control (such as an LLC, LP, or a closely held

corporation) in order to capitalize it. Such a transfer, if done while creditor seas are

calm, will almost certainly not be considered fraudulent, especially if the transferor

receives an interest in the company equivalent to their capital contribution. On the

other hand, transferring real estate to one’s uncle the week before a lawsuit

commences will likely be considered fraudulent.

2. The debtor retained possession or control of the property transferred after the

transfer:

This may or may not be a factor in a fraudulent transfer case. For example, although

a lien is a transfer of equity, mortgaged real estate typically remains in the owner’s
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possession as a matter of standard business practice. In contrast, placing one’s

home in an international trust and then continuing to live in it rent-free is more

likely to be seen as a fraudulent transfer.

3. The transfer or obligation was concealed:

See the comment for badge of fraud (7) below.

4. Before the transfer was made or obligation was incurred, the debtor had been

sued or threatened with suit:

Some transfers (such as a gift to an insider) are very vulnerable to a fraudulent

transfer ruling if they occur after a creditor threat arises. At the same time, no judge

would expect you to stop your normal business activities once you’ve been sued,

especially considering that a lawsuit may drag out for years. Of course, some

business activities may involve transfers of assets.

Consequently, if you are facing a lawsuit, it’s important to transfer property so there

is a plausible reason for the transfer, besides trying to protect assets. For example,

by taking money and investing it in an LLC, you can protect the money while

honestly claiming that you were only engaging in a business venture, instead of

trying to defeat a creditor. At the same time, your claim of having a valid business

purpose may be insu�cient if other badges point to the fact that you transferred the

asset to hinder, delay, or defraud your creditors.

7. The debtor removed or concealed assets:

Oftentimes, there’s a good reason for �nancial privacy, besides trying to defeat a

creditor. Depending on your reasons, it may not be safe to conceal assets while the

creditor seas are calm. However, this is usually not a good idea once one is

threatened by creditors. Remember: everything can and will usually be revealed in

court, and privacy is more for lawsuit prevention than anything else. Above all,

remember that no plan should rely exclusively on secrecy and that improper (but not

all) �nancial privacy measures are usually considered a badge of fraud. 
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Above all, remember a judge must determine whether a particular transfer was

undertaken to cheat a creditor. If there’s not a plausible economic reason for a

transfer, and if the transfer is not a part of “business as usual”, then it might not

stand up if challenged in court. Such transfers will almost always carry at least one

badge of fraud.

Brittany Wood ignored all the lis pendens

She did not include any of the lis pendens in the RFJN that show both that her clients

recorded claims adverse to mine while lis pendens were on record, but also the Joel

and Sandra Stokes released a lis pendens that wasn’t theirs.

Lis Pendens exhibit (76 pages) shows all the recorded
and released lis pendens that Brittany Wood failed to
acknowledge when she got Judge Johnson to expunge
Tobin’s lis pendens as if they had never existed.

The only purpose for this order was to cover-up criminal
actions, and Brittany Wood knows it.
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TRANSACTIONS WITH PERSONS OTHER THAN CLIENTS

      Rule 4.1.  Truthfulness in Statements to Others.  In the course of representing a

client a lawyer shall not knowingly:

      (a) Make a false statement of material fact or law to a third person; or

      (b) Fail to disclose a material fact to a third person when disclosure is necessary

to avoid assisting a criminal or fraudulent act by a client, unless disclosure is

prohibited by Rule 1.6.

      Rule 4.4.  Respect for Rights of Third Persons.

      (a) In representing a client, a lawyer shall not use means that have no substantial

purpose other than to embarrass, delay, or burden a third person, or use methods of

obtaining evidence that violate the legal rights of such a person.

MAINTAINING THE INTEGRITY OF THE PROFESSION

      Rule 8.3.  Reporting Professional Misconduct.

      (a) A lawyer who knows that another lawyer has committed a violation of the

Rules of Professional Conduct that raises a substantial question as to that lawyer’s

honesty, trustworthiness or �tness as a lawyer in other respects, shall inform the

appropriate professional authority.

      Rule 8.4.  Misconduct.  It is professional misconduct for a lawyer to:

      (a) Violate or attempt to violate the Rules of Professional Conduct, knowingly

assist or induce another to do so, or do so through the acts of another;
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      (b) Commit a criminal act that re�ects adversely on the lawyer’s honesty,

trustworthiness or �tness as a lawyer in other respects;

      (c) Engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation;

      (d) Engage in conduct that is prejudicial to the administration of justice;

      (f) Knowingly assist a judge or judicial o�cer in conduct that is a violation of

applicable rules of judicial conduct or other law.

 Nona Tobin March 21, 2021 attorney malpractice, Complaints, Ethics, Fraud on the Court,
mortgage servicing fraud, Quiet title litigation, recorded claims to title, Video Brittany Wood # 7562

/ /
/

/

/
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Complaints to law enforcement

10/28/20 to Henderson Police Department

1/29/21 rejection by Henderson P.D.
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Complaints to the Nevada Attorney
General

3/14/19 complaint 2-2019

3/26/19 AG response

Nevada Attorney General Ford, what does it take to get disbarred in NevaNevada Attorney General Ford, what does it take to get disbarred in Neva……
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11/10/20 2nd complaint to the NV AG

Linked Table of Contents to Exhibits

12/4/20 NV AG rejection of complaint

 nonatobin March 13, 2021 Complaints, Elder abuse, Video NV AG/ / / /

/
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Harassment or bullying an HOA
homeowner is a crime

It’s against the law for anyone to bully or to create a
hostile environment for anyone in a Nevada HOA.

 NRS 116.31184  Threats, harassment and other conduct prohibited; penalty.

      1.  A community manager, an agent or employee of the community
manager, a member of the executive board, an o�cer, employee or agent
of an association, a unit’s owner or a guest or tenant of a unit’s owner
shall not willfully and without legal authority threaten, harass or
otherwise engage in a course of conduct against any other person who is
the community manager of his or her common-interest community or
an agent or employee of that community manager, a member of the
executive board of his or her association, an o�cer, employee or agent of
his or her association, another unit’s owner in his or her common-
interest community or a guest or tenant of a unit’s owner in his or her
common-interest community which:

(a) Causes harm or serious emotional distress, or the reasonable
apprehension thereof, to that person; or

(b) Creates a hostile environment for that person.

2.  A person who violates the provisions of subsection 1 is guilty of a
misdemeanor.
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Wait!

Why are Seddon and Clarkson exempted from this law in Sun City Anthem’s newly
published policy?

Clarkson wrote the Sun City Anthem policy a bit too narrowly:  

The law says community manager, employees, and HOA agents are covered:     

     A community manager, an agent or employee of the community
manager, a member of the executive board, an o�cer, employee or
agent of an association, a unit’s owner or a guest or tenant of a
unit’s owner shall not willfully and without legal authority threaten,
harass or otherwise engage in a course of conduct against any other
person

Did Clarkson misquote the law TWICE?

Opps! It looks like Clarkson accidentally forgot TWICE to make the law apply to

himself or Seddon if they are accused of bullying .

— NRS 116.31184
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Clarkson’s anti-bullying policy only applies to acts against them.

“Such a violation may subject the violator to a �ne commensurate with
the severity of the violation and any other appropriate remedies
available to the Association”

So, what?

Could it be because foreclosure could be an “appropriate remedy”?

I guess all Clarkson would have to do is deem my complaints against him and

Seddon were health, safety and welfare violations that subjected me to a �ne

commensurate to the severity of  my horri�c conduct.

Then, HOA attorney and debt collector Clarkson could impose other “appropriate

remedies available to the Asociation” and foreclose on this house too when I refused

to pay. 

The law says an HOA can’t foreclose on a �ne unless the
violation poses a threat:

The association may not foreclose a lien by sale based on a �ne or
penalty for a violation of the governing documents of the association
unless:      (a) The violation poses an imminent threat of causing a
substantial adverse e�ect on the health, safety or welfare of the units’
owners or residents of the common-interest community;

— Clarkson’s anti-harassment policy for Sun City Anthem owners

— NRS 116.31162 (6)
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Is it ethical for Clarkson to claim the anti-bullying law
doesn’t apply to him or Sandy Seddon?

Short answer. No.

He should be �red immediately.

Clarkson knowingly revised the law to exclude himself and Sandy Seddon.

This is one more example of unethical self dealing.

Please consider this Nevada HOA retaliation case where attorneys claim to be

exempted from being considered agents of the HOA under the retaliation statute

NRS 116.31183.

“We conclude that an attorney is not an “agent” under NRS 116.31183 for
claims of retaliatory action where the attorney is providing legal services
for a common-interest community homeowners’ association. ” Dezzani
v. Kern & Assocs., Ltd., 412 P.3d 56 (Nev. 2018). Link to Dezzani PDF.

The word “agent” is not de�ned in NRS 116.31183 or otherwise in NRS
Chapter 116. SeeNRS 116.31183 ; NRS 116.003 –.095 (de�nitions). Kern
points to NRS 116.31164, which governs foreclosure of liens, and argues
that because NRS 116.31164 uses the words “agent” and “attorney”
distinctly, it demonstrates that the Legislature purposefully distinguished
an attorney from an agent under NRS Chapter 116. Therefore, Kern
contends that the Legislature speci�cally omitted attorneys from NRS
116.31183, and the term “agent” does not include attorneys.

— Dezzani v. Kern & Assocs., Ltd., 412 P.3d 56, 59 (Nev. 2018)
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Given an attorney’s ethical obligations to be candid with a client and
zealously represent his or her client, and the general presumption that an
attorney providing legal services to a client is generally not subject to
third-party liability for that representation, we agree with Kern and the
amicus curiae State Bar of Nevada that the two relationships should not
be treated the same in NRS 116.31183. Doing so, and imposing liability on
an attorney for representing his or her HOA client, would impermissibly
intrude on the attorney-client relationship and interfere with an HOA’s
ability to retain an attorney and the attorney’s ability to ethically
represent the HOA. Therefore, we conclude that the term “agent” in NRS
116.31183 does not include an attorney who is providing legal services to,
and acting on behalf of, a common-interest community homeowners’
association.

Although the Dezzanis argue that the attorney-client relationship is
di�erent when an attorney and an HOA are involved because the HOA
members’ fees are used to pay the HOA’s attorneys, we disagree. Kern
represented the HOA, not its individual members. Thus, similar to
counsel for a corporation, Kern owed �duciary duties only to the HOA,
not to the individual members of the HOA. See Skarbrevik v. Cohen,
England & Whit�eld, 231 Cal.App.3d 692, 282 Cal.Rptr. 627, 635 (1991)
(“[C]orporate counsel’s direct duty is to the client corporation, not to the
shareholders individually, even though the legal advice rendered to the
corporation may a�ect the shareholders.”).

To whom does Clarkson owe a �duciary duty?

Clarkson’s �duciary duty is to the Association, not to me as an individual member of

the association or to me, previously as a single elected member of the board.

Clarkson’s representation of Sandy Seddon’s interest vs. those of the HOA is a

breach of his �duciary duty to the HOA. Acting on his own initiative, or getting

— Dezzani v. Kern & Assocs., Ltd., 412 P.3d 56, 62 (Nev. 2018)
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assignments or taking direction from Sandy Seddon, is usurping the authority of the

Board.

Clarkson breached his �duciary duty to the HOA, and that’s why I want the HOA to

sue Clarkson for damages under the NRCP 23.1 shareholder derivative provision.

The Board doesn’t understand how he has breached his duty to the HOA and is not

willing or able to protect the association from him. I can represent the HOA as a

single member, but I just think it will be harder to prevail because Clarkson is so

willing to defame me, turn me into a pariah and bury the HOA in fees to try to protect

it from me. 

Respondeat superior is Clarkson’s escape hatch when he
is usurping the authority of the HOA Board.

Here’s what Clarkson said in his 8/24/17 letter removing me from my elected Board

seat

 Clarkson had no legal authority to remove me from the Board. The
discussion in the Board executive session in the morning was to get the
Board to respond to my notice of intent against Clarkson and my Form
514a complaint against Seddon and her sidekick Lori Martin.

— 8/24/17 Clarkson’s imaginary statement of the law that conveniently ignores

the black letter of the law in NRS 116.31034, NRS 116.31036, NRS 116.31084(1)(a)

(b), and NRS 116.4117,
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8/16/17 Notice of Intent to �le a professional ethics
complaint against Clarkson

I served notice on 8/16/17 of my intent to �le a professional ethics complaint against

him to the State Bar of Nevada 
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8/11/17 notice of intent to �le an ethics complaint against
Sandy Seddon
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8/11/17 notice of intent to �le Form 514a 
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Looks a lot like bullying & retaliation to me

 Nona Tobin March 11, 2021 attorney malpractice, Elder abuse, Ethics abuse of control,
bullying, � duciary violations, harassment, hostile environment, Notice of Intent, retaliation

/ / /
/

/
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How the crooks steal HOA houses

HOAsuperPriorityLien.com

Click on the link above to get to the UNLV Lied Institute for Real Estate and Nevada

Assocaiation of Realtors 2017 study regarding how HOA foreclosures have depressed
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the Nevada real estate markets by over $1 billion in lost value.

In short, every home in an HOA loses 1.7% of value when the HOA forecloses on a

property for delinquent assessments.

Wouldn’t it make sense for the owners in an HOA to buy a property or have a bake

sale to kep a delinquent owner a�oat rather than lose value on your home because

some assessments are delinquent?

The reason that doesn’t happen is because the HOA debt collectors have a GIANT

scam going where they sell these houses in secret to their connected speculators and

not only the person who loses his or her home gets screwed, but everybody in the

HOA pays for the debt collector and the speculator to get rich.

What is a super-priority lien?

HOA owners in 22 states are at risk of this scam

 

Mortgage-backed securities screwed us all

HOA foreclosures can occur when the HOA auctions o� houses to collect unpaid

assessments. Nevada law protects HOAs to the extent that nine months of

delinquent assessments have “super priority” over the �rst security interest of a

lender. 

This has been a very big deal since the economic meltdown in 2008 caused property

values to come crashing down.

Lots of people started defaulting on their mortgages when balloon payments and/or

rate adjustments came due on houses that were “underwater” with loan balances
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exceeding what they could sell the house for.

Remember all the bank-owned houses around that the banks were not maintaining?

The banks also weren’t paying HOA dues, and so whole communities or

condominium projects failed and went bankrupt.

The banks are de�nitely villains in this scenario. 

The HOA receives owner assessments in order to have su�cient funds to operate

and reserve, and the banks weren’t paying and they weren’t taking care of the

properties, and in many cases, they wouldn’t or couldn’t sell them.

By “couldn’t sell”, I mean that there was a lot of foreclosure fraud going on because

it was extremely di�cult to establish who actually was entitled to ownership of the

debt.

So many bank failures and mergers caused part of the confusion.

Remember Wachovia, Washington Mutual, Countrywide Home
Loans?

All gone.

A second and even bigger problem was Wall Street’s greedy and fraudulent

securitization of high-risk adjustable mortgages into incomprehensible “synthetic

derivatives”. By slicing and dicing individual mortgages into such products as

collateralized debt swaps got the whole mortgage securities market in the world

further and further away from knowing who owned any particular loan. These

�nancial instruments were so complex, nobody expected them all to start failing at

once. (The movie, “The Big Short” explains all this in a very funny and accessible

fashion.) Anyway, the banks, being “too big to fail” and all, were bailed out.

Remember the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP)?
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So, as I’m telling you all this, don’t ever feel sorry for the banks. No matter how

crooked they were. No matter how badly they screwed over poor people by putting

them into loans they couldn’t a�ord or even understand, our tax dollars bailed them

out and nobody went to jail for crashing the world economy.

Back to what this has to do with HOAs

HOAs depend on assessments for the money needed to maintain the quality of the

common areas and to operate facilities and programs that de�ne the lifestyle people

bought into. So the state law gives the HOA the right to foreclose ahead of the bank

for nine months of assessments. This started happening a lot not just because the

owners walked away from their mortgages, but because the banks were really slow

to foreclose because in lot of cases they couldn’t �gure out who owned the loan and

nobody actually had the original note (I.O.U.)

So the banks decided that they better gin up some phoney ownership papers, and

there were literally millions of home loans in this limbo. So many that the banks

started using “robo-signers”, low level employees who would sign documents using

phony titles to pretend they are bank o�cials authorized to assign the loan, like

MERS Secretary or Vice-President. this fraudulent scheme was carried out for quite a

while by some well known entities, like Bank of America, Wells Fargo, etc. Since

MERS is a privatized (bank-owned) way to avoid recording of rapidly-shifting

property transfers or loan assignments, they got away with it a lot particularly in

Nevada which was the hardest hit state in the nation.

In 2011, Total Mortgage.com blog reported:

The housing market in Nevada is so bad, that according to Corelogic’s
3rd Quarter Negative Equity Report, as of November, 58.3% of homes
with mortgages in Nevada are underwater, while 4.8% have near
negative equity.  Total home equity in Nevada among homeowners with
mortgages is less than -$10.3 billion, making the average loan-to-value
ratio in the state 110.2%.  Nevada is the only state that has a net negative
home equity.
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As a result of this disaster, Nevada has been one of the most aggressive
states in �ghting mortgage abuses.  In October, Nevada passed a tough
anti-foreclosure law that makes it a felony for a lender, servicer or
trustee to make false representations or claims over a title.  In the wake
of this law, foreclosures in Nevada plummeted.

Mortgage fraud by the banks and loan servicing companies was slowed even further

by a 2012 $25 Bllion settlement between B of A, Citibank, JPMorgan Chase, Loan

Services and Wells Fargo involving 49 states Attorney Generals and the Justice Dept.

In Nevada, strong anti-foreclosure fraud legislation went into e�ect in 2011,  The

bank foreclosure came to a slamming halt once the (real) bank o�cials could be

charged with a class D felony if they signed false a�davits to reassign the loan in the

o�cial county records. Bank foreclosures dropped 88% in the month following the

passage of the anti-foreclosure law (October 2011), according to the Wall street

Journal.

So, the good news was that banks couldn’t foreclose on homes they didn’t actually

own. The bad news is that the majority of those bank-owned properties were in one

of the over 2,500 HOAs in Nevada so delinquent assessments began piling up.

What happened to the HOAs that weren’t getting paid assessments for all these

bank-owned properties? What happened to the property values as the number of

distressed properties increased? I imagine some HOAs went into bankruptcy. Others

HOAs passed the cost of the vacant properties over to assessment increases to the

remaining owners. Some HOAs really upped the speed at which they foreclosed on

properties themselves so they wouldn’t be left holding the bag.

In SFR Investments Pool 1  v. US Bank, 130 Nev. Adv. Op. 75 (9/19/14), the Nevada

Supreme Court apparently fed up with the banks’ refusal to pay the HOA

assessments while they were holding the title, ruled that bank’s security interest

was extinguished in its entirety by an HOA foreclosure sale.   Big, big loss for the

lenders. Big win for the HOAs? Of course not. the big winner was the buyer at the
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HOA foreclosure sale who (as in this Southern Highlands case) bought the house for

under $10,000 and wiped out the banks’ nearly $900,000 loan.

Wow! Big, big win for buyers at HOA foreclosure sales. So, what’s wrong with that?

Aren’t get rich quick schemes something we all secretly hope will fall in our laps?

Are we just jealous that someone other than us got a fantastic windfall at the

expense of the bank? Well, maybe there’s some of that, but what’s wrong with that

is the seeds of corruption have been sown.

Let’s not forget what happens when a loophole or a drastic shift in market

conditions creates an opportunity to make a huge pro�ts for investing very little and

doing very little work. Obviously, every �im-�am man comes out of the woodwork.

But worse, otherwise honest people get tempted by get-rich quick schemes and start

crossing ethical boundaries. Fiduciaries, like HOA managing agents, HOA debt

collectors and HOA attorneys get dollar signs in their eyes and forget whose interest

(HOA homeowners) they are legally required to protect. And never underestimate

how hard the banks will �ght to keep their ill-gotten gains from being stolen by

another opportunistic thief.

So, where does that leave HOAs and HOA homeowners? You guessed it. Holding the

bag. Even though the mortgage crisis is over and the Las Vegas valley housing

market is recovering, there are huge residual �nancial impacts a�ecting SCA and

other Nevada HOAs.

HOAs are stuck in the middle of expensive legal battles between the banks and the

buyers at HOA sales. Worse, HOAs are accountable for wrongdoing of HOA managing

agents, debt collectors and attorneys, when they, usually unbeknownst to the Board,

took illegal shortcuts to make a speedy sale or took pro�ts unlawfully.

There are literally thousands of HOA foreclosure cases in the state and federal

courts in Nevada. (I think SCA has �ve active cases) and thousands, if not

millions, of attorneys’ fees are racking up.

Cases �led in state court are bound by the rulings of the Nevada Supreme Court

that recently rea�rmed its decision that HOA foreclosures extinguishes the

lender’s security interest.
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make their determination of the Federal court

Most of these cases involve the buyer at the HOA sale suing to get “quiet title”

from the bank, but the HOA  named because the sale was conducted under the

legal authority of the HOA.

In 2016, I wrote a letter to the Review-Journal Editor, in response to the R-J

September 11, 2016 editorial about how unfair the HOAs were to con�scate the

bank’s property without due process. My main point was the banks don’t own the

property unless they legally foreclose. It’s the homeowner who loses when the HOA

forecloses without proper notice or when the bank takes possession without

foreclosing.
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But what if the method de�ned in NRS 116 actually pushes costs to ALL HOA owners

that can be orders of magnitude greater than absorbing or forgiving more the bad

debts ?

TOBIN. 3333
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According to a May 2017 study by the Association of Realtors and UNLV LIED

Institute showed that HOA foreclosures reduced the value of ALL Nevada homes by

1.7%, and that the controversy over HOA’s super-priority lien status has decreased

the willingness of lenders to lend for the purchase of homes in HOAs.

Since 57 % of Nevada homes are in 3,000+ HOAs, this is a very big deal. Some

consider that this is a factor in Las Vegas’ sluggishness in returning to property

values that existed before the economic meltdown that occurred a decade ago when

mortgage-backed securities became worthless seemingly overnight.

The Reno paper published an article about the study, but the Las Vegas Review

Journal did not.
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Implicated Nevada Law

Link to all Nevada Revised Statutes

TITLE 2 — CIVIL PRACTICE

Chapter 10 General Provisions

Chapter 11 Limitation of Actions

Chapter 12 Parties

Chapter 13 Place of Trial

Chapter 14 Commencement of Actions

Chapter 15 Pleadings, Motions and Orders

Chapter 16 Date of Trial; Trial by Jury; Masters

Chapter 17 Judgments

Chapter 18 Costs and Disbursements

Chapter 19 Fees

Chapter 20
Bonds and Undertakings; Deposits in

Lieu Thereof

Chapter 21 Enforcement of Judgments

Chapter 22 Contempts

TITLE 3 — REMEDIES; SPECIAL

TOBIN. 3335
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https://www.leg.state.nv.us/NRS/NRS-019.html
https://www.leg.state.nv.us/NRS/NRS-020.html
https://www.leg.state.nv.us/NRS/NRS-021.html
https://www.leg.state.nv.us/NRS/NRS-022.html


ACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS

Chapter 28 General Provisions

Chapter 29
Submitting a Controversy Without

Action

Chapter 29A Summary Proceedings

Chapter 30 Declaratory Judgments

Chapter 31
Attachment, Garnishment and Other

Extraordinary Remedies

Chapter 33 Injunctions; Protection Orders

Chapter 34
Writs; Petition to Establish Factual

Innocence

Chapter 38 Mediation and Arbitration

Chapter 40
Actions and Proceedings in Particular

Cases Concerning Property

Chapter 42

Damages 

42.005  

Exemplary and punitive damages: In

general; limitations on amount of

award; determination in subsequent

proceeding

TITLE 4 — WITNESSES AND EVIDENCE

Chapter 47
General Provisions; Judicial Notice;

Presumptions

Chapter 48 Admissibility Generally

Chapter 49 Privileges

Chapter 50 Witnesses
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Chapter 51 Hearsay

Chapter 52
Documentary and Other Physical

Evidence

Chapter 53 A�davits; Foreign Depositions

Chapter 205 Crimes Against Property

 

 

Chapter 207

 

Miscellaneous Crimes

Chapter 645 Real Estate Brokers and Salespersons

Chapter 645F 
Mortgage Lending and Related

Professions

Chapter 163 Trusts

TITLE 10 — PROPERTY RIGHTS AND

TRANSACTIONS

Chapter 111
Estates in Property; Conveyancing and

Recording

Chapter 112 Fraudulent Transfers (Uniform Act)

Chapter 113 Sales of Real Property

Chapter 115 Homesteads

Chapter 116
Common-Interest Ownership (Uniform

Act)

Chapter 116A Common-Interest Communities:

Regulation of Community Managers
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and Other Personnel

 

2013 NRS provisions governing HOA foreclosures

NV Rev Stat 116.3116-NRS 116.31168 (2013)

NRS 116.31164(3)(2013) ministerial duties after a 2014 HOA sale

Chapter 205 Crimes against property

NRS 205.330           Fraudulent conveyances.

NRS 205.360           Knowingly receiving fraudulent conveyance.

NRS 205.372           Mortgage lending fraud; penalties; civil action.

NRS 205.377           Multiple transactions involving fraud or deceit in course of

enterprise or occupation; penalty.

NRS 205.395           False representation concerning title; penalties; civil action.

NRS 205.405           Falsifying accounts.

Chapter 207 Racketeering

NRS 207.350           De�nitions.
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NRS 207.360           “Crime related to racketeering” de�ned.

NRS 207.370           “Criminal syndicate” de�ned.

NRS 207.380           “Enterprise” de�ned.

NRS 207.390           “Racketeering activity” de�ned.

NRS 207.400           Unlawful acts; penalties.

NRS 207.410           Alternate �ne for unlawful acts.

NRS 207.470           Civil actions for damages resulting from racketeering.

NRS 207.480           Order of court upon determination of civil liability.

NRS 207.520           Limitation of actions.

 Nona Tobin March 22, 2021 Rule of law NRS/ / / /
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Interpleader Complaint was � led with
an ulterior motive

2/3/21 Red Rock Financial Services Interpleader Complaint electronically issued
without notice to defendants
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Case was assigned to Judge Kishner Dept 31
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Judge Kishner immediately recused herself “in order to
avoid the appearance of impartiality“

link to 2/9/21 minutes

There was no electronic service of the recusal as Steven Scow did not put any
defendants’ service contacts into Odessey
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2/9/21 Department reassignment from Judge Kishner
(Dept. 31) to Judge Jessica K. Peterson (Dept. 8) occurred
without notice
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There was no electronic service of the notice of departmental reassignment as
Steven Scow did not put any defendants’ service contacts into Odessey.

Link to 2/9/21 NODR notice of department reassignment
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Service on Nona Tobin, as an individual

link to a�davit of service on Nona Tobin, an individual

Serving Nona Tobin as an individual was necessary because Nona Tobin, as an
individual, has THE ONLY recorded claim for the proceeds.

TOBIN. 3348
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Link to Nona Tobin’s 3/28/17 deed, as an individual,
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Service on Nona Tobin, as a trustee

Unnecessary because Steven scow knows the Hansen
Trust was closed in 2017.

link to a�davit of service on Nona Tobin, as trustee
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Nona Tobin, as the trustee of the Gordon B. Hansen Trust, dated 8/22/08, does not
have a competing claim with herself as an individual. The Hansen Trust was closed
in 2017 when the title was transferred to Nona Tobin, an individual, as the sole
bene�ciary.

Page 2 of Nona Tobin’s 3/28/17 deed shows that the Hansen Trust has been closed

Service on Wells Fargo
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Service was unnecessary as Wells Fargo released its
5/10/07 lien on 3/12/15

Link to Wells Fargo’s 3/12/15 Substitution and Reconveyance

Wells Fargo’s Registered agent Corporation Service Company, was served in
Carson City, 112 North Curry Strret, 89703

link to a�davit of service on Wells Fargo
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Obviously, Wells Fargo will not �le a claim for the excess proceeds.

Service on Nationstar

Unnecessary because Nationstar (albeit for a corrupt
intent and with no legal authority) released the lien of
the disputed Hansen deed of trust on 6/3/19

Link to the 6/3/19 release of the lien of the Hansen deed of trust
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Obviously, Nationstar will not �le a claim for the excess
proceeds.

Nationstar’s Registered agent Corporation Service Company, was served in Carson
City, 112 North Curry Strret, 89703

Link to a�davit of service on Nationstar

Service on Republic Services

Service on Republic Services was unnecessary because its
liens were released in 2017.
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Republic Services was served on 2/16/21 at 12:23 PM via the Danielle
Nakicommercial agent CT Corporation System, 701 S. Carson St., Ste. 200, Carson
City 89701

link to a�davit of service on Republic Services
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Amazing 24-hour turn-around made possible by Red
Rock’s failure to distribute funds before statutory liens
were released.

Disclaimer of interest was �led on 2/17/21 at 12:23 PM by Republic Silver State
Disposal, Inc. d/b/a Republic Services

Link to disclaimer of interest by Republic Services
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Link to Republic Services 3/30/17 lien release instrument 20170330003859
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Link to Republic Services 3/30/17 lien release instrument 20170330003860
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Obviously, Republic Services will not �le a claim for the excess proceeds.

Steven Scow knew �ling for interpleader more than six
years late when only one person had a recorded claim
was unwarranted.

 Nona Tobin March 20, 2021 A-21-828840-C, attorney malpractice, Fraud on the Court 2021,
abuse of process, interpleader, Steven Scow
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Joseph Hong: pay Nona Tobin treble
damages for stealing her house and
be disbarred

Link to PDF of ABA Standards for Imposing Lawyer
Sanctions (last revision 1992)

A B A  S T A N D A R D S  F O R  I M P O S I N G  L A W Y E R  S A N C T I O N S  E X C E R P T S
T O  C O N S I D E R  T O  D E T E R M I N E  L E V E L  O F  D I S C I P L I N E  O F  J O S E P H
H O N G

ABA Standard C. 3.0 Factors to Consider

In sanctioning Hong, the court should consider:

Hong repeatedly violated his duty of candor to the court by concealing material

facts, most notably that his client didn’t have an admissible deed and the alleged
TOBIN. 3360
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settlement was not between any parties;,

Hong made many false statements in his pleadings, motions, oppositions and oral

arguments in order to cheat to win;

Hong served notice that the 4/23/19 hearing was continued to 5/7/19 and then

conspired with Melanie Morgan to meet ex parte on 4/23/19 with Judge Kishner

anyway;

Relying on Hong’s and Morgan’s misrepresentations, Judge Kishner bench

ordered many of Nona Tobin’s pro se �lings and 963 pages of her evidence

stricken from the record unheard, including meritorious motions for summary

judgment vs. Hong’s and Morgan’s clients

Completely through the misconduct of Hong and his co-conspirators, ALL of

Nona Tobin’s evidence entered into the court record since 7/29/16 has been

suppressed.

Completely through the misconduct of Hong and his co-conspirators, NO Nevada

judge in ANY of these four district court cases (A-15-720032-C, A-16-730078-C,

A-19-799890-C, A-21-828840-C) or these four Nevada Supreme Court cases

(79295, 82094, 82234, 82294), has looked at the evidence.

Hong and his co-conspirators obstructed a fair adjudication of Nona Tobin’s

claims by an impartial tribunal,

Hong and his co-conspirators made a fraudulent side deal to steal Nona Tobin’s

$500,000 house, $100,000+ in 6+ years of lost rent, and over $100,000 in other

actual damages to Nona Tobin.

ABA Standard 6.1 (False statements, fraud, and
misrepresentation) and 6.11 Disparment is appropriate
when:

TOBIN. 3361



Hong , with the intent to deceive the court, made many false statements, submitted

false documents, improperly withheld material information, caused serious injury

to Nona Tobin and had a serious impact n multiple legal proceedings.

Hong caused serious injury to Nona Tobin, lied to the court repeatedly to steal Nona

Tobin’s house and cover his tracks. The speci�c dates and documentary evidence

will be published by 3/21/21.

Disbarment is appropriate. The speci�c dates and documentary evidence will be

published by 3/21/21.

6.2 (Abuse of the Legal Process),

ABA Standard 6.21 Disbarment for violating a court rule
to seriously interfere with a legal proceeding
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ABA Standard 6.3 Improper Communications with
Individuals in the Legal System

6.31 Disbarment is generally appropriate when

 

8.0 (Prior discipline Orders), 

8.1(b)  (Disbarment is generally appropriate when a lawyer

What does it take to get disbarred in Nevada?What does it take to get disbarred in Nevada?
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Hong has �ve priors in Nevada

Hong has also been suspended in California

TOBIN. 3364



9.22 Aggravating factors that a�ect Hong

9.22(a)  (Prior discipline Orders)

9.22(b) (dishonest or sel�sh motive)

(c) a pattern of misconduct;

(d) multiple o�enses;

(f) vulnerability of the victim(s);

(g) substantial experience in the practice of law

What does it take to get disbarred in Nevada?
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Judicial Jiu-Jitsu is fraud on the court

Fraud on the court video playlist

Judicial Jiu-Jitsu You-Tube channel

 nonatobin March 18, 2021 attorney malpractice, Criminal, Elder abuse, Fraud on the Court,
Rule of law, Video judicial jiu-jitsu

/ /
/ /
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